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_FOREWORD

ForGa-number of years tee Southern Aegional Education Board (SREB)
has worked with a group,of historically black colleges and universities
in the development of special procedures for the improvement of competencies
of their entering students. The outcomes of these efforts are signifi-
cant, and will be of'interest on other campuses where similar concerns
are receiving attention. The techniques which were developed differ in
many respects from traditional,remedial efforts, and most of them in-
clude outreach dimensions to the'public schools, a procedure which has
been neglected in the past but deserves priority in ,the future.

Most of the special activities described in -61is report were
developed as part of a program for the improvement of instruction in
selected black colleges and universities,supported with funds from
the William R. Kenan Jr. Charitable Trust.

Dr. Nettie P. Parl6r, the principal writer of this report, spent
considerable time reviewing the detailed reports of these special
programs and visited many of the campuses to obserVe their operation.
Her long experience at South Carolina State College and her previous

A
work with SPEB activities provided a strong background for this
assignment.

*.

iii

William C. Brown, Director
Institute for Higher
Educational Opportunity .

Southern Regional Education
Board
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rNTRODUCTION

\

\
Specially designed programs for,improving basic competencies among

entering college students have existed for decades. Rifty years ago, Ohio

State University was oioneering in remediation of reading skills. And

Duke University was requiring freshmen i.31 the lowest fifth of the American

Council Psychological Examiliation to, ,take athree-hour course in the Psy-

Ichology of Study Habits, a courseWhich produced significant statistical

results in grade-point averages. The problems today are even-more complex.

A larger percentage of high school graduates attend college, nany of whom

are deficient in reading, language, andpathematical skills. These factors
-

are among the recognized causes for poor_retention of minority students,

both in historically black and historically white-institutions. They. are

also the reasons for the lour proportion of black students selecting nejors

innathematics and sciences and choosing science:related creers.

In a number of black colleges and universities, new apptoaches and

resources have,been deVeloped far beyond the traditional "remediatioe
. a

efforts of the past, which carried a stigma in the minds of many students

who were required to take them. These-nrw approaches are more sophisticated

than routine drill and tutoring, and they are being perceived by students as

an avenue of opportunity. These techniques are applicable to any institution,

and, with modifications, to all levels of postsecondary education,.from-two-

year institutions to graduace and professional schools.

For over 10 years, the Southern Regional Education 'Board (SREB) has

assisted selected black colleges and universities in improvirig instruction

....III* 6
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in targeted subject areas. These efforts, supported by grants fran the

William R. Kenan, lir. Charitable Trust, have inclUadoprograms Which have
-

addressed the deveApment of basic competencies in a variety of ways. This

publication draws substantially, Although not exclusively, on experiences

observed and evaluated in-these projects.,

the qualities characteristic of these approaches to improving competen-

cies are critical. rirst, they were a result of institution-wide planning,.
9 1'0

eVen though a particular academic department may have had a major respongi-
4

bility for execution: Second, most of them involved interdisciplinary
0

dimensions. For example,. mathematiCal skilla were recognized as being

dependent upon verbal skills. The Ability of a student to move from

concrete thinking to abstract thinking was recognized asa key ingredi.nt

in the mastery of all competencies. Finally, motivational factors were

given a high pliority as conditions essential to achievement of higher

competency levels.

The report is,divided into fbur sections: modification of curricula

.

and Instructional tedhniques, particularly at the freshman and sophomore

levelg; learning centers,;" outreach to high school students and teachers; and

institution-wide support services. It iill be observed,.howc..., that such

a division is, to a degree, artificial, since each type of project may be

re1ate2 to components in other categories; for example, the modification of

instruction may be dependent upon the quality of learning centers.

C.
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40EaFICATION OF CURRICULA' AND INSimICTIONAL TECHNIWES

Since basic competencies for success in college are essential early

in the student's college experience, a major effort is being made on a
, S.

-number of campuses to -
modify both the Content and teaching Lesources of

courses in certain' targeted areas. The intent is to maintain respectable

,
requirements for completion of the courses and also to assist educationally

disadvantaged students to reach the expected level of performance.

As a.rule, the freshman year is a time in Which students select_

A4j0X4 and make career ghoices. It is a critical period, especially for

educatiopilly disadvantaged students. They do not possess, upon collegee."
entrance, the knowledge and skills necessary for success in such fields

A

aaluathematiscs and sciendes, in.which many of them wish'to specialize.

And, many lack essential communication and verbal skills. There is a

need, therefore, for "bridge" progrrms to maximize ihe chances that under-

prepared students will be able to overcame their deficiencies; and that
' a

those who desireto do so will be able to SeleCt sucri fields as mathematics

and sciences fox majors and ,careers. It is particularly important that

emphasis in these programs be placed.= improving probleursolving skills

as well as learning subjeat matter.

The.modified courses and instructional techniques of the programs

deicribed represent successful efforts of same historically black colleges

:3
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and universities to assist educationally disadvantaged students to overcome

the,marked deficiencies which they have upon college entrance, and, concom-

.

itantly, to provide them with standard courses at the college lgvel This\

is no man task. The examples presented ind.cate what can be done in such
.

critical areas as natural sciences, mathematics, and communication skills.

NATURkG -SCIENCES AND 'MATHEMATICS

The curricular modicaticns described here are designed to reduce the

-
student attrition rate in natural sciences and 14thematics, to increase the

level of student performance in these areas, to increase the numper of '

students majoring in mathematics.and scieaces, and to prepare science and

mathematics majors for professional and graduate schools.

,

The Xavier Program. At one of ehe institutions of the study, Xavier

University of Louisiana, faculty representativerthe departments of

biology, chemistry, mathematics and compute; science, and physics and pre-
. .

engineering spent an average of five hours per week during the planning period

of their Kenat project (1976-77). They audited each other's courses,

developed materials for the summer program, and planned for modifications in

introductOry-level couxses to,provide more support for the underprepared

stuaent. It became apparent to the planners that the much-needed course modi-

fications could not be accomplished with Kenan funds alone. Fortunately,

efforts to secUre additional support were successfUl: in the.fall of 1977,

Xavier became the first historically black institution to receive funds from,

the National Science Foundation's CAUSE (Comprehensive Assistance to Under-
.

graduate Science Education)' program, Thus, the Kenan funds and the CAUSE

4.



grant provided the comprehensive support needed by the institution to effect

change in curricular and instructional techniques in mathematics and sciences

,in a meaningful manner. A brief discussion of the Changes effected and the

results of these Changes follows.

All majors in biology, ptichology, medical tedhnology, pre-pharmacy, hand

pre-medicine/pre-dentistry atthis,institution are required to take a year-

..

long entry-level biology course for science majors. There are no prerequisites

for enrollment in the court!, and no placement examinations are given. All °-

departments, however, require that their students make a grade of "C" or

better in the course. The entry-level biology course was,modified significantly.

It was changed from one semester of general biology and one semester of

zoology to two semesters of gener4 biology. Materials for the new course

were developed and field-tested. 'gam development.and use of the,siecial

materials led to a significant reduction in attrition in the entry-level

biology course and outstanding progress,in the performance of the students:

For example, in 1979 and 1980, following the implementation of the modified

biology.sequence, the percentage of students completing the "off-semegter"

portion (i. e., in the spring rather than in the fall) increased dramatically

'from approxiMately 25 percent to more than 50 percent. This it quite

significant, since "off-semester" sectioms have higher percentages of entering

students with known academic deficiencies and correspondingly lower chance

of completing the degree program in thq sciences. 'Therefore, the course

modification is particularly noteworthy fOr the academically disadvantaged,

=

the,group for Wbom the development was aimed.

1 0
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In regard to the level of performance oR the students in general, the

percentile rank of th

t
average score on a standardized test in general biology,

adminibtered in 1979 And 1980 to random samplings of students upon their

completion of the Modlfied biology course, mre than doubled what it was

befoie the course modification.
, 0

Carmichael, Ryan, and Whimbey made the following statement in regard to

general chemistry in 1 published article titled "Cognitive Skills Oriented

PSI, in General Chemis

One of the major probleffs facing college-level science
faculty is ilow to increase access to science-related
'career courses for the educationally disadvantaged
without Sacrificing quality education. This problem
is especiali.ly acute in entry-level courses. The most
common sol tion has been to develop "prep courses

.,,that_prece e the entry-level ones which are.then taught
J

in the trditional manner. An alternative approach
is to.mod fy teaching techaiques in entr.--level cntrses
so that bdth the well-prepared and the educationally
disadvantaged have a reasonable chance of success.
The latt /r has been used at Xavier University of
Louisian , a small predominantly black institution in
New Orle ns, to develop a general chemistry sequence fore
science ajors which has proven effective as measured by
standardized testing and student response.

1

1
,

/
. .

The gen6ral chemistry sequence at 'Xavier is conducted _

in a modified PSI (Personalized System of Instructior)
format.; The modifications are based on rpsearch at Xavier
and,other institutions. . . that have identified both
the strengths of PSI for educationally disadvantaged
students and also t)ecial problems such students are'
likely td encounter wilth PSI.1

J. W. Ci.rinichael, Jr., Mary A. Ryan, #nd Axthur Whimbey, "Cognitive
Skills Oriented, PSI in General Chemistry," Journal of Developmental and
Remedial EduCation 3 .(Winter 1979): 4.

6.11
.
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Tlie modified general chemistry Course at Xavier is a two-semester

sequence with separate lecture and laboratory sessions. It consists of tw6

one-hour lectures per week, one 3-hour cognitive therapy-oriented drill

session per week, one 3-hour Piagetian-based laboratory per week, and

approXimately 20 hours per week of tutorial service by a staff person.

to

The core of the course is & handbook2 written.by three faculty meMbers. The

handbook is composed of a series of lecture/text nodules which contain

objectives, assignments in the textbook sample problems, and other learning

activities. It makes it possible to,provide the basic structure of PSI:

namely, a series of limited, well-defined units. The student'must naster

each unit before proceeding to the next. The fiandbook also furnishes the

framework for a number of teaching strategies, sU6h as the retention of

leacures as an additional learning source for the educationally disadvantaged,

,weekly cognitive therapy-oriented drill sessions to teach both chemistry

content and thinking skills, the review of mathematics to alleviate diffi-

culties educationally disadvantaged students often expeience-in chemistry,

the required use of molecular models, special devlces designed to build

self-confidence in students,,final examinations whidh demand high-level

performance but are repeatable, extensive out-of-class tutoring, and a
dl

Piagetian-based ldboratory sequence.

As to student evaluation and lierformance, the following summary is

significant.

2J. W. Carmichael, Jr., Mary A. Byar6' and JoAnne Bauer, General Chemi-

stry Handbook (Champaign, Ill.: Stipes Publishing Co., 1980).

7



The dedition to modify teaching techLqUes in thecgeneral
. .

chemistri sequence 'for science majors at5 Xavier in.an
effort to assist the educationally disadvantaged has beep
extremely successful. -

1. 'The average performance of students completing
' general chemistry at the University hdt inoreated

more,than 20 percentile points on a standard mea-
sure of achievement, the American Chemical Society's
'Cooperative Examination in General Chemistrz.
Eurthe.4. the-average performance on this teSt is'
now above the ndtional average (including op'por-

,''tunities.to repeat with no review Of tests) --a
remarkable-achievement; considering the average 7 1

SAT/ACT scores ok the students enteiing Xavier.
- '

The percenpage of students completing the
two-semester sequence has increased grom
50 percent before the modification to more than
65 percent at present.

Students in general chemistry have coftsistently
rated the course high4r in a university-
wide course evaluatio procedure. In
addition, a departmentally-administered
questionndire indicated that 83,percent
of the students liked general dhemistry
even though they felt they worked harder
in the present course,than 'they would have
int traditional course. The compensating factor .
was ap'parently the fact that they felt
they also learned iore than they would have- ',

in a traditional,caurse.3
,

a.

.07

q

C.

The university's philosophy of "standards with sympathy" is dramatically

illus,trated in a modified general chemistry sequence that couples high

ectatiOrirwith mechanisms that allow educationally disadvantaged students
v.

.

to succeed. Analytical rpasoning is nurtured through the use of cognitive

01.11.

3
Carmichael, et'al., "Cognitive Skills," p. 6.

1.4
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therapy and.Piagetian-based materials. (For a detailed discussion of

the PiaietJan,method, see pp. 28.434.)
0

The modifications in the mathematics component of the Xavier project

were focused upon improliement of the tu; courses taken,by most science majors:

-

pre-calculus and calculus I. The first course is a combination of elements

from algebra and tiigonometry; the second is both a terminal course for most

science majors and the first semester of a three-semester sequence for a
1

muoll smaller nuMber of students.

.The mathematics faculty studied,the relationdhip between entry-level

courses (pre-calculus and calculus V and developmental mathematics courses,

and made major mbdifications -to make certain that they were cotplementary.

The calculus I course, which is required for most science majors, was

changed from merely the first semester of a three-semester sequence to a

one-semester survey courSe'with emphasis on skills.
4

An aPpreciable degree of progress has been made in reducing'att ition

and increasing the level of performance in the mathematics'phase of the

Xavier program. Since a science or math student whose grade is lower than

"C" in an entry:level, science or mathematics 'course is unlikely to

successfully major in one of these areas, the percentage of students who

complete the entry-level courses with

to be a suitable measure of retention.

noted that the percentage of students

the grade of "C" or better appears

In pis connection, it should be
a

completing the pre-calculus course

in this program with a "g" or better grade increased from 36 percent (1977)

-

to 57 percent (1979) during this three-year span.



MI6

-StUdefit'ehltalMent'in'phyabs IS ower YI ñtry-te're1 cour ses an an
. . tv.

the other three components of the Xavier program. However, modifications

weie necessary because manY students who enroll in the physics courses,

although better prepared than those who enroll in the other entry-level

courses, still have markgd deficiencies, especially in problem-solving

Modified materials wete developed and field-tested for the entry-.

level, two-semester sequence in 1977-1979. In the spring of 1979, a decision

was made to reduce :the nudber of credit hours for the physics sequence

fror'acight to six. Therefore, additional modifications followed in the

suminer of 1979 amd in the 1979-80 academic year to accommodate the change

in rcredit hours without sacrificing the quality of the sequefice. The data

gathered during and after the change indicated that significant progress

has been made in reducing attrition and increasing the level of performance

.

in
the entry-level physics courseg.

Again, it is assumed that the percentage of students who complete

the'physics sequence with a grade of "C" or better seems to be an appro-

priate measure of the degree of retention. It is noteworthy that the

percentage of students completing both semesters of physics with a grade

,

of "C" or better increased from 53 percent (1977) to 73 percent (1979).

The level of-Performance for .ihe same peXiod showed a 20'percent increase'

as measured by the final examination in the second semester of the sequence.

Efforts to find'a national standardized examination for a non-calculus-

based physics cOurse were unsuccessful; therefore, it was not possible

4 . ,

for the physics faculty to compare tfie level of performance Of the students

3.o .1 5



)515 Adiional norm. It is significant to note that changing the physics

sequence from eight semester hours to six semester hours did not decrease
2

the level of performance of the students in either half of the pourse.

The handbook which serves as the core of-the entry-level chemistry

courses was previously mentioned. Handbookehave also been developed ;and

published locally) for each of the other three areas of the Kenan project

Opioloyy, mathematics, and physics). These handbooks codify objectiAs,
P

01

_provide sample problems, contain sample tests, and provide extensive guidance

to students. Laboratory manuals have been developed for the biology,

chemistry, and physics areas. All of these manuals contain components

of Piagetian-based "learning cycles" designed to promote general problem-

solving ability. An entire sequence of such materials in dhemistry has

been develoPed and published.

The student enrollment in the four participating departments (biology,

cheMistry, mathematics, physics) increased from 138 in 1975-76, the

academic year prior to the initiation of the Kenan project, to 464 in

1900-81. This phenomenal increase of 236 percent-places Xavier among

the top few institutions in the nation in the number of black students

with declared.majors in the scienoes.

A unique feature of the Xa!')Ilier program is the mechanism it provided

for four departments to work across departmental lines, to exchange ideas,

to evaluate the effectiveness of various techniques, and to implement

similar activities. The program also provided a facility--the Alternate

Pathways Learning Centerin which the four departments could offer special

11
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support for the underprepared student. (For a description of this facility,

see the section entitled "Learning Centers.")

The North Carolina Central Program. A major thrust of the Kenan project

at North Carolina Central University (NCCU) was the develOpment of a modified

entry-level mathematics course for students majoring in the sciences. At the

outset of the project, it wei the consensus of the planners that the quality

--------ef-science courses and the level of laboratories and research activities at

upperclass levels at the university are limited by the students' laCk of

computational abilities, their laCk,of familiarity with the methods of

applied mathematics, and, in general, their prejudice and reluctance toward

the quantitative language of science. The fact that most of the students, in

spite of prolonged exposure to math courses, were not acquiring the necessary

skill and literacy convinCed members of the faculty that an alternate path

leading toward baSic competence in mathematics had to be developed.

There was an obvious need for curricular changes which would.lead the

students to the level of calculus and beyond in dealing with more advanced

topics of their disciplines during their junior and senior years. There was

also a need for a neweapproach whiCh would allow teachers to accomplish their

goals of both emphasizing the applicability of calculus and.upholding a

certain standard of mathematic integrity. Therefore, in the fall of 1976,

two medbers of the mathematics facultj began considering possible alterations

of the mathematics curriculum that would be consonant with the aforementioned

goals. As a result, a unique course was introduced which would be available

to any student demonstrating a proficiency in algebra roughly equivalent to

12
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intermediate algebr4. The plan west° cover the absolutely essential

notions from algebra and analytic geometry rather quickly and then to

introduce an inttlitive treatment of integration, differentiation, and the

'fundamental theorum of cl.culus. The textual materials adopted by the

teachers for this informal study of calculus hArl already been prepared by

Education Development Center, InCorporated, under the National Science

Foundation-funded Project CALC (Computer and Laboratory Calculus). Three

preliminary modules of these materials had been published in July 1974--one

on differentiation, one on integration, and one on relating differentiation

and integration. The modules had been tested in 30 schools with favorable

reviews, and in July 1975 the second editions had appeared.

The next problem of the mathematics faculty was to bridge the gap

between the highly intuitive, informal approach of the CALC treatment and

the more formalized notion of calculus. The faculty had already agreed

that the modified course would be a two-sediester sequence and that it would

carry five credit hours per semester. Upon completion of this sequence, any

student who needed to pursue further study of calculus on a more rigorous

basis would be expected to take the usual calculus sequence. Biology majors

and some chemistry majors would not be required to take any further mathe-

matics courses beyond the modified sequence. Hence, there was a need to

include a great deal more than intuitive calculus and, at the same time, to

continue the spirit of the CALC materials to some extent and in some form.

To meet this need, a course outline for the modified program was prepared to

include rules for differentiation, techniques of integration, calculus of

transcendental functions, curve sketching, and ordinary' differential equations.

13
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_ --
By the spring of 1977, some interesting ideas and a reasonalay promising

_

alternative for many of the students had emerged. The alternative was a
0

revised mathematics sequence designed to assist underprepared students in

overcoming their mathematical difficulties. The sequence has been offered

ontinuously since 1977. As a major thrust of the Kenan program, the mathe-

:rtics project has prodeced an appreciable degree of success in moving stu-

dents into calculus and differential equations.

\ Some noteworthy_impressions as to the effect of the mathematics project

we e related by the director of the Henan program at NCCU in a report to the

1

Sou1 thern Regional Education Board: The report indicated that student grades

wer higher in both the first and second semester of the modified mathematics

coux e than they had been in the traditional nath course; class attendance

was etter; and general class "attitude" (as measured by willingness to par-

ticipte in class discussions and other intangibles) was.better. The students'

test erformances have reflected improved ability to work such '.'applications"

\

,

problems as exponential growth and decay, center of mass, maximum-minimum, etc.

The reiort also indicated that individual students have done very creditable

work on'special assignments in the_course.._

Interdepartmental relations have been.significantly improved; mutual

concern 4nd helpfulneas by the mathematics and science faculties became quite

evident aS Ale project evolved. This spirit of increased interdepartmental

cooperation has also been very beneficial in the development of the second

*1

phase of the Kenan program tit' NCCU--computer-assisted instruction. For a

_ discussion of the computer-assisted instruction paoject in the Mathenatics

Learning Center, see pp. 42-45.

14
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TuskegeeInstitute. The overall goal of the Kenan Science Project at
.40.

Tuskegee Instittite is not only'to increase the number of students who choose

to major in the basic'sa9nces but also to increase the number of students

who successfully complete the requirements for the Bachelor of Science degree

in their chosen areas. Emphasis is placed on the 'disciplines of biology and

chemiitry.

The general plan for accomplishing the goal is two-fold: first, to

reduce the rather high attrition rate of,freshmen who enroll as2declared

majors in btology and chemistryand, thus, increase the number of students

who will ultimately complete degree requirements in these areas; and secondly,

to attract students who enroll initially as declared majors in non-science

fields into biology and chemistry.and, thus, to increase further the pool of

potentii1 .eandidates'for degrees in these areas.'

In implementing the two-fold paan, three innovative, entry-level courses

0 .

have been introducedtwo in biology and one in chemistry. The courses are

not designed to replace traditional ones, but to provide adequate preparation

for them. They aredesigned for the non-scieoce major and also for the stu-
.

.dento who is inclined toward a science major but lacks the basic preparation

for successful,performance in the traditional science-cdUrses. 7.t-should be-

emphasized that the three entry-level courses initiated in this project are

not remedial Courses, but courses which focus'upon a different population

of entering students. The primary focus is on human biology and the

interrelationships among chetistry, biology, and physics as scientific

disciplines in the structure, function, evolution, and ecology,of any organism.
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Emphasis in the three courses is placed upon'studentmotivatioti. To

thii end, special course"materials areselected and innovative instructional

methods are

-instructors

discussion.

employed. With a view toward deVeloping the inquiring mind,

encourage active and'widespread student participation in

The purpose is not cinly to provide basic preparation for colleges

level courses in biology and chemistry, but also to stimulate more interest
-

in these sciences and in careers based upon them, and, finally, to enriCh

the general educational backgrounds of students regardless of vocational

preference. In the process, a significant wunber of,students have been
,

attracted into the basic science areas and the allied health scienCesas majors
.

-.*

. since the initiation of the Kenan science project in.the 1977-78 academic

year. The number of stUdents graduating with the Bachelor of Science degree

has steadl1y increased.

As a component of the science project, a Test and Examination Skills

Development Program was launched in the first semester of the 1979-80 ace-
>.

demic year. This program is an eight-week course offered in both.the fall

and spring semesters. It consists of concentrated instruction focusing on

techniques to aid the students in building test-taking competencies. The

course is'organized around,four instructional modules: Beading Comprehensiont

Analytical Thinking, Vocabulary Building, and Test-Taking Techniques.

Past experience has shown that mastery of the subject matter, particular

>

in the, basic sciences, while extremely important, was mot enough alone to
t

insure that the,students would perform well on the standard examinations for

Admi-ssion to graduate and professional schools and the standardized

16
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I.

examinations required for licensuxe by the numerous allied health professioris

certifying boards.' The students must alo have mastery of the testing

techniques used in such examinations.

To further enhance the quality of instruction in the ba'sic sciences at

,

Tyskegee, the Kenan Sctence,Center was developed. (See the section titled

"Learning Centers" for s"aeSCription Of this Center.)
-

Jackson State university. The Kenan program at Jackson State Univer-

sity is devoted primarily to mathematics,. with a major goal of generating

k '

a flow of more studelAts to.the upper level of this discipline so that mathe-

natics requirements oE various scientific areas can be met. The program also

intends, as a direct by-product, to increase the nuMber of science-oriented

nalors,at the university. ,

Duxing the 1970s, it became evident.that each year more and more students

were entering the university who could not,exercise many of the basic compu-

, .0

tational skills. The initial phaie of the Kenan program, therefore, included

the develoiment,of an acceptalle method of utilizing test scores and othur

pertinent information for placement of the entering students in the nathe-

matics courses. Proper placement was essential. To achieveseffective

teaching and learning, the backgrounda Of the students must parallel the

contents,of the prescribed courses. Therefore, in the fall of 1978, a

placement plan..was effected at the university which permitted the assignment

of students to entry-level mathemati,s and algebra courses in accordance
-

with their scores on a national standardized test and an emamination prepared

by faculty members. The personal interview was used as a final placement

instrument in cases Of doubt.

.17
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A list of Competencies to'be attained by the students in each introduc-
b

e,

tory Course was made. the content of each course was then modified in

consonance with the particular competencies involved. The revised conient

of each'Course differs from theprevious content in that it is geared more

toward those 'students who enter the university'needing 4xtensive work in the
a 1

basic arithmetical skills and/or the basic algebraic.skills. Students are

provided with copies of a glossary of mathematical terms with concrete models

designed to incfease the perception of' mathematical concepts and ideas.

During thefall of 1980, with the aid of the'Kenan grant, the Department

of Mathematics %barked on its firstventuxe in the use of self7paCed,

cotpetency-based instruction as an optional method in the delivery of its .

educational services.

Although a, large number of the students who enter the university are

unable to exercise many of the basic mathematical skills, these students vary

greatly as t6 which skilio they lack. Because oethe limited time available

and because students should not waste.time on skills they already have acquired,

the mathematics faculty decided that something should be done to accommodate

individual needs as much as Possible. Thus, a plan for self-paced instruction

in the basic skills of arithmetic was adopted. It was restricted to the first

course in the mathematics curriculum- -Basic Concepts of Mathematics (Math 101).

In the self-paced program,:inventory'tests are used to diagnose general

dliaculties. Following the inventory tests, the students work on modular

exercises directed to development of needed skills, as determined by their_

test scores. The inventory tests gre, keyed to the exercises. The students

3
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may take as many tests and complete as many exercises during a given period
*-

as.time allows. If a student_cannot follow the exampl:s independently, he

is given help by either the instructor or'a student assistant from the Kenan

Mathematics Laboratory. (This laboratory is described under the heading

"Learning.Centers.")

The students in the self-paced mathematics course are given the following

instruCtions in a. handout:.

The class is self-paced. This means-that the work is up

to you! YoU will be expected to learn by reading the
assigned4Darts of the book and by working ths problems.

,The class periods are to be used mainly for checking your

assignments. The teacher will be id the classroom to

help you; if you need helP. There will be class periods
designated for review, at'Which time the teacher will
employ strategies designed to enhance the materials

covered in the module. After the review, a test will

be given on the materials covered in the module.

Students mnst make the regUired score iqr pach module

in order to move to the next module. ...Any student needing

to take a test over for a given module will do so at a time

that will te designated on a make-Up schedule.

You must' try very hard to passithe tests in the time frames

given. .

Each module will have a set passing score. A Student will

have to obtain at least the passing score on each module

and complete all modules .to pass the cours,e. For some

people, this class offers too ü iTèëdn. -rtlbet-orms--
too sail, to lei mathematics slide. No One will be "on your

beat' to do the work. It's all up to you. If you think

this approach is not for YOU, then check with the instructor

to see if you can transfer to a regular lecture class.4

4Coarse Description, "Basic Concepts in Mathematics-;-Math 101," Mimeo-
,

graphed handout, p. 1.
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To evaluate the effectiveness ofthe self-paced instruction as compared

to the usual method employed, a mepber of the mathematics faculty developed

an objective measurement instrument. When this instrument was first adminis-.,

I tered to the aggregate:self-paced group and two additional classes (taught

' by the lecture/method), the following results were obtained:
/

Mean Score

Selk-paced,Group 20.6
Standard Class I 18.375
Standard Class II 18.6

0

It should be noted that the,students in the selg-paced group scored

11.6 percent better than those in Standard Class I and 10.2 percent better

than those in Standard Class II.

In addition, it is noteworthy that, in the spring semester of the same

academic year, the results of a pre-test and a post-test administered to two

sections of the self-paced class showed significant progress.' The pre-test

and post-test were equivalent forms supplied by the publishers of the textual

materials.

Pre-Test Post-Test
Mean Score Meafi Score

.

Self-Paced Class I
Self=Paced Class II

14.625
13

20.125
21.75
-20-;61rAggregater'

These figuXes reflect a 37,63. percent incr6ase_gor Class I, a 67.31

perdent increase for Class II, and a 48.8 percent increase for the aggregate.

COMMUNICATION SKILLS

In the college student population in which weak aCademic backgrounds

are evident, the most obvious need is for improvement in cotmunication skills.

20
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The minute the student speaks or writes, the listener or reader becanes aware

of the strength or weakness of,his or hex communication skills. At the

heart of college teaching andlearning is the need for high levels Of skill

in reading, writing, speaking, and listening. In tile 1970s, as a iesult of

declining test scores and a general perception among the population that the

schools were no longer providing students with adequate ve...aal skills, national
.

concern was transformed into mounting demands for a retukn to basics and f9r

.the development of meaturable basio compaencies in students.

.

Minority students have always been woefully served by the.dominant qui-
'

ture in the educational system; however, their pla.ght during the current ,

national literacy crisis has greatly worsened. Today, many of these

educationally disadvantaged students enter college so poorly equipped verbally

that they cannot write or SPeak in complete ;entences or listen to the

spoken word and/or read the written word with a reasonable degree of canpre-

hension. College English departments are faced with the challenge of teachin'g

these students basic communication skills while at the same time trying.to

maintain the integrity of college-level English courses.

Florida A&M UniVersity. One of the colleges, Florida Agricultural
\

AndLYIechanical University, in recognition of the crucial need to'improve

student cempetencies in oral and written communication,bdeveloped an

interdisciplinary program in reading, writing, and speech, with the aid of

a Kenan grant administered by SREB.

The program began as a pilot course for some 60 studènts in the fall of

A '
1973 and expanded, during.the grant period, to a university-wide prol.Tam .

- .
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*serving hundreds of students each year. The programsis student-centered.

The aim is to begin, where the students axe and permit them to proceed

,toWard their goals at their own pace. There is great emphasis on transfers

of learning from one academic area to another. The course in reading,
6

sPehking, and writing is offered in an interdisciplinary fashion five days a

week for two successive quarters to Students who are deficient in communication

skills when they enter the university. (The traditional classes meet only

r three days per week.) The ieterdisciplinary course is teaM-taught,,with each

instructor assuming responsibility for his or her own specialty. The mgram's

emphasis on the transfer of the three skills to other academic disciplines

has influenced inStruction in communication throughout the general education

program at the university.

The curriculum materials for the Course include modules predicated upon

ihe interre4atedness of the three skills. These instructor-designed modules'

have been periodically'revised as interactions of the teaching-learning

process have indicated the 'efficacy of tle changes. Analytic instruments

have been used to evaluate stUdent worein the course. Individualized

instruction is provided through a writing laboratOry and through open con-'

ference days on wAich the students are given opportunities to discuss their

problems informally with thldr.instructors.

This cooperative teaching project has resulted in the development of
0

a considerqhle body of classroom-tested materials. The instructors liave

been challenged to investigate.areas beyon their individual fields of

specialization. Faced with the commitment to help each stuaent at his or her

22



level of need, the instructors have constantly developed both materials

andmethodology with which to aid siudeats requiring special instructional

strategies.

The director's report evaluating the project at the end of the five-year

Kenan grant period stated that tIlo imstruments had. been used o meadure the

effectiveness of the interdisciplinary course: a student survey prepared

C
by the staff and administered at the end of the sequence to test the affective

domain and alternateforms of the McGiaw-Hill Basic Skills Writing Test

(used as a pre-test and post-test) to measure the cognitive domain. The

report indicated that,,by and large, the students gave this course a high

rating. In the surVey, the students reacted more positively than'negatively

to items pertinent to the interrelatedness of instruction, the classrtom
0

presentations, the operation of tlie laboratory, and the emphasis uion actual

learning material. It should be noted that the major focus of the sequence

is prdcisely upori these, areas. A majority of the,students showed Positive

improvement in post-test scores relative to pre-rest scores as measured by

0

the McGraw-Hill Basic Skills Writing Test.

Arziniaunionuer At another institution, Virginiatinion

University, a successful xogram in teaching comunication skills through

the va'rious dAciplines was developed.

The programis a concentrated effort to fulfill with inareasing exper-
,

tise the university's declaration of commitment ". . .good teaching and

enlightened guidance were, and still are, the institution's primary concerns.

That the student will develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes for
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enriching hisfown life and that of the community in which he will serve

remains the generating force of the total academic endezvor.h The communi-
.:

cations skills program seeks to fulfill this goal by providing knowledge,

upgrading skills, and laying the foundation for productive attitudes toward

self and others through listening, speaking-, reading, and writing.

In 1976, members of the English faculty began to search for more creative -

solutions to the problems in writing which seemed to exist from the entering

freshman to the graduating senior. This general observation, along, with

ttatements they noted in some professional publications, led to their

conviction that the student's writing skill'would advance little without

either parallel or prior attention to reading improvement. their further

probing, spurred by other discoveries, suggested the planning,of oral/aural .

experiences as a diagnestic tool and as a means of structuring immediate,

need-b'ased teaching-learning activities. Further deliberation indicated

'the feasibility of using models of'2writing which have general readership

appeal but which are easily subsumed under headings of social science, natural

science, arts, and humanities. This was the genesis of ideas that culminated

in the launching of an innovative program at Virginia Union titled "Teaching

CommuniCation Skills Through the Disciplines."

The p4ogram is'predicated upon a unique videotaping design.in the teaching

of communication skills: Through .videotaping, oral skills.are developed in

preparation for writing. The student is expected to demonstrate in his

writing the knowledge derived from the oral reading experiences plus the
4

classroom instration, discussion, ana analyses. Since the institution of

.
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the videotaping instructional tedhnique in 1976, thousands of student video-

tapes have been made, reviewed, and analyzed in a specially equipped video

laboratory. The reco rding-listening booths in this laboratory are in con-

stant use as the students record, play back, analyze, and evaluate their

video performances,to assess their progress in developing their communication

skills. However, the final evaluation of each student's videotape production

is made by the instructor in an individualized session with the student.

After discoveeng the effectiveness of enriched, structured, oral

experiences as essential to the teaohing of writing and the often dramatic

gains weaker students make through sUcl\1 experiences, the planners,decided to

.

delay the writing activities in the pilot course and to focus attention

intensely upon the various aspects of oral\communication. They decided'to

teach the students first how to cope with tile printed page phonetically,
-

syntactically, semantically, analytically, and\interpretively. 'Intensive

instruction in writing was postponed until later\in the semester when oral,

in-depth experience had formed in the student's mind a seedbed for growth in

writing competence. The Kenan Program planners were orthe opinion that this

strategy would lay a better foundation for reading and writing throughout the

student's college career.

The pilot course, launched in the 1976-77 academic year, was successful.

At the end of the year, the 100 students enrolled in the couPe, performed

only marginally better on a standardized basic writing skillb test; but

in the holistic essay evaluation, in the "best papers" category, they

performed almost twice as'well (40 perced vs. 221ercent) as the stu eats
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who enrolled in the traditional freshman composition program. In the second

year, there was a substantial increase in the number of students placed in

the special course, and a substantial increase in student scores on the

standaidized basic skills test as well as a pbenomenal degree of inlprovement

in stUdent writing. Emphasis on orality as a diagnostic and developmental

tool proved to be an invaluable component in,the teaching-learning process

in the communication skills area. Therefore, in the third year, it was

decided that the procedures and techniques developed in tIle pilot courte

would be used to teach communicatiOn skills to all of .ihe students in the

freshman English composition sections and in the sophomore humanities

sequence.

The modified program opened avenues of cooperation with the various

disciplines beyond the traditional referral to the English department for

the mechanics of term paper writing. tle faculty and administrators partici-

peted in acticn research seminars, workshops, and conferences to become better

acquainted with the importance of scientific research in improving instruction.

They identified speCific communication skills needed by the students. They

recognized the need for scientific information to provide the basis for

decision making and for the selection Of effective activities in which

students would learh and use language for increaiing their competencies in

general communication.

As a result; the students at the freshman and sophomore levels at

Virginia Union now receive instruction continuously in both the receptive

and expressive skills,. In this connection, emphasis is Placed on the following

skills:

7 26
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A. Receptive Language Skills

1. Listening--courteously, attentively, and critically.

2. Beading-comprehension, rate, word study, critical
analysis, contextual clues,inferences, and relation-

/

ships.

B. gxpressive Language Skills .

I. Oral Beadingarticulation, pronunciation, prose
rhythms, phrasal groupings, patterns, coherence,
and cadence.

2, Speaking--group and petson-to-person interaction.

3. Writingclarity, cohefence, and organization,

For individualized help with.writing problems, s'udents are referred

to the Writing Resdurce Centei. This learning center is staffed by a full-

*

time instructor and several student assistants. The classroom teachers and

the learning center staff work cooperatively toward meeting individual

student needs. (See pp. 49-51 for a description of the Writing Resource

Center.)

The student population that this institution serves is generally weak

in communication skills upon entrance to college. It is typical of mpst

student populations served by historically black institutions today. The

coimunication weaknesses seem to stem from a persistent paftern of neglect;
$

however, upon college entrance, many students will respond rapidly to carefully

planned, painstaking instruction geared to their needs. The success of the

Kenan Program in teaching comTunication skills through the disciplines attests

to this fact. There is a wealth of evidence on file in support of the effec-

tiveliess of this program.
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PIAGETIAN-BASEA ISTRUCT/ONAL TECHNIQUES

The theories f Jean Piaget, the Swiss epistemologist, are gaining

considerable attent on among American psychologists and educators today

after several dead of scant recognition. Piaget's theories of learning

were based on his extensive work with children, including his own. Some

of the problems that ollege students have with abstract reasoning have

sent professors back td.the theories of Piaget for a closer look at his

'Growth of Logical ThiAing from Childhood to Adolescence, as well as his

other works. Two areas df particular significance have been identified:

the structure and operations of intelligent behavior, and the sequential

stages of development.

Briefly stated, Piaget argues that intellectual development is

adaptive behavicr that results from the need of the organism to achieve

dynaridc equilibrium between itself and its environment. This.is a life-,

4

long process known as "self-regulation." Piaget has identified foux stages .

thrqugh which an individual passes as he develops from infancy to maturity:

.(1) sensorimotor; (2) preoperational; (3) concrete operational; and

(4) iiypothetico-deductive or ,fdrmal operational. In recent years,,some

educators have claimed that the last two Stages have relevance for college-

level instruction.1' The inaividual in the third stage (concrete operational)

appears to ,have a coherent and integrAed cognitive system by which he or

she can 3truciure the past in terns of the present. As development proceeds,

individual actions are organized into systems of actions with structural

properties. At some point between the ages of 11 and 15, the concrete stage
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should give way.to the fourth stage (formal oper4ti9nal). However, the

perfotTances of a large majority of the,freshinen at the historically black

colleges and universities indicate that they have not made this transition

by the time they arrive on campus. College courses in suCh areas as the

sciences_and mathematics require the eXercise of problem-solying ability
,

(Piaget's fourth stage--formal operational). The failure,of students to

develop problem-solving ability increases the attrition rate, especially in,

the sciences and mathematics, and 'Severely restricts career choices.

Xavier University'S Project SOAR in Chemistry. The answer of one of

the institutions of this sttArhUmielarUniversity, to the problem of attrition

and career determination in the sciences,and mathematics is embodied in a

project called SOAR (Stress on Analytical Reasoning) as a compOnent of the

Kenan Science Program. The project was initiated at Xavier in the summer of

1976 by the director of the Kenan program (a professor of chemistry) who

was aware of the success that a handful of university professors had achieved

in their classes with instructional techniques based on Piaget's theories.

The Piagetian-based progrags that were'attracting attention included the

development of "learning cycles" at the University of California at Berkeley:,

t,

ADAPT (Accent on Developing Abstract Processes of Thought) at the University

of Nebraska; DOORS (Development of Operational Skills) at Illinois Central

College; the Cognitive Skil/s Program at Esiex County College in Newark,
,

New aersey; and STAR (Steps to Abstract Reasoning) at Metr,politan,State

College in Denver, Colorado. A detailed description of SOAR is presented in

the section of this study titled."Outreach to High School Student's and

Teachers."
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Encouraged by the succeas of SOAR in 1976, the chemistry'dePartment

-
of Xavier began immediately to devise laboratory experiments for science

majors Similar to those in the SOARproject. A full two-semester sequence ,

'iofexperiments in the learning cycle fenmat was developed.

has been in ubasinCe. the fall of 1976.
,

-piagef.sayS'otthe individual operating in the fourth stage.of

This sequence

development:

.08e or she) can noWreason Oiliypotheses, and not
only on objects. (He.lor.she) constructs new Oper-,

ations, operations of propositional logic, and not
sirpply the operations of classes, relations, and
numbers. He attains new structures which are on
tie one handl combinatorialicorresponding'to what
mathematicians'call lattices; on the other hand, .

more complicatedgroup structures. At the level of
concrete operations, the operations apply within an
immegiate.fieighborhood; for instance, classification
by d4ócessive includions. At the'level of,the
combinatorial, however, the groups are much more

PreqUently, the educationally disadvantaged college freshman has not

had,enough experience at the formal operational level to enable him or

her to engage in the self-regulation required to integrate and internalize

the scientific information thiust upon him or her in.the entry-level courses.

The problem that'confronts the professor is often pedagogical rather than a

reflection of the stUdent's lack of,academic abi/ity. Accoyding to Piaget,

as the individual progresses through definite stages of development, there

is a limit to what he or she is able to comprehend in each stage. Only

upon reaching the higheit level of'development does the individual acquire

5
Richard Ripple and'i.r. N. Rockcastele, eds., Piaget Rediscovered (Ithaca

N. Y.: Cornell University Press, 1964), p. 8.
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the ability to successfully engage in.prablem7solving with abstract consider-

ations of possible Solutions, aócording to'the relationships between the

elements .of the problems This type of problem-solver can use logical

:analysis and combinatorial experimentation. He sees reality as a subset

which, paves the way and provides the content.

The contemporary Fiagetian programs present students with concrete

data but only to help them draw conausions and test those conclusions by ;

discussion and in the laboratory. For example, the "learning cycle" developed

at the University of California. at Berkeley has three phases: exploration,

which begins with empirical data; invention, which calls for experimentation

and analysis; and application, whidh requires further experimentation,

analyaiS, and refinement, and whieti allows the student to draw conclusions.

The Piagetian-based General Chemistry Laboratory Program for Science Majors

at Xavier is predicated upon the three phases of the "learning cycle" which

had previously been used successfully at this institution as the format

for Project SOAR.

In the first phase, exploration/ the student is expected to interact

with concrete materials to acquire informatiOn about a given chemical or

physical system with-minimal guidance. He is given no theoretical intro-

duction or information about what relationships to seek. He is allowed

to make non-dangerous mistakes without interference from the instructor,

who seldom attemRts to eliminate extraneous factoxs'(and often purposely

introduce, them).
,
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In tbe second phaeat.invention, the Atudent is asked to analyze the

data that he gathered during'the first'phase., His analysis might include,

as appropriate, seeking, relationehips betweenvexiables, naking generalizations,

constructing graphic presentations,0and developing an empirical equation..

The instrdctor asks-questions designed to guide the student to A logical
-

analysis of tfie data. He refrains from telling the studentmerely-to verify

a known answer. In so doing, he does not discoUrage inVestigation of

chemicallY unimportant relationdhips, but, instead, encourages further

investigation to determine what other relationdhips might exist. Students

are enCduraged tio wdrk in pairs or grOups in the invention phase. At the

beginning of this phase, tbere is uSually-a short discussion of the data,

led by the inistructor, which is intended ''dd suggest possible considerations

rather than to provide answers.

In the third phase, application, the student is expected to extend

_

the basic conceptd from the second phase, invention, in an appropriate

manner. This might include making predictions besed on the concepts,

conducting studenb.designed'expeximents whidh,test the prediction, or

(eccasidnally) using self-designed experiMents to investigate an area

closely'related to one perviously atudied.-

In most general chemistry programs, lecture precedes laboratory. In

this Piaget-based program, the laboratory experiments precede the lectures.

This technique implements Piaget's theory in that it introduces concepts by

way of =crate experiemce in the laboratory and increases the Ohances that

students, particularli educationally disadvantaged students, will understand
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them. Students' understanding of the. relationShip hgteen conerete exper-

. ience and the theoretical concepts is further developed at the begihning of

the lecture period by a brief group analysis of data similar to that collected

'previously in the laboratoryv

All of the sections of general chemistry laboratory at Xavier have

-

used. the "learning cycle" materials since the fall of 1978. The deci.sion:
e

to change completely to this program was made after it VAS noted that all

available evidence suggested that both low- and high-ability students wo.ad

benefit from it.

North Carolina'Central University's Physics Project. One of the

science departments at North Carolina Central University (NOCU) also

. subscribes enthusiastically tO Piaget's theori*of intellectual development

as a functional way to-teach science: This department (ihe Department of

Physics) offers,a Piagetian-type course titled The Language of Science

(Physici 221) as a scientific experience for liberal arts, non-science majors.

After observing that most of the liberal arts students at the University

,are still concrete operational., meMbers of the faculty.of tke Department of

Physics decided that they should develop courses and materials suitable to

their students and not simply "water down" existing materials and approaches.

Consequently, they developed a special physics course in which the focus is

on the intellectual procedure that the students must follow io reach the

formal operational thinking that is proper to science. Carefully chosen

steps lead the student from a concrete operational m:ede of thinking to a

,formal qperational mocie.
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The cOnrets thinker may be quite apable oeunderstanding the things

he or she has eXperiencedsin an experi6ent, but isnot abI6,tO handle the

generalizations derived from that-experielice. Therefore, in this special

,course, the d4scavery approach is 'Used. The students' disczveries become

the basis'for abstract discussions of important general principles.

In the'course, the student is given no outside information which has

to be presentedformally. Rather, al.] lnforMation and data used in clas6

4

.

are based on the student's observations and measurements:, and all conclusions

are developed by the students with the help of their clasanates.and suggestions.,

from the instructor. This approach makes itpossible for the concrete thinker
'

to relate all of his or her work directly to personal experiences. It also

gives the student a much better understanding of the usefulness of the

scientific method and the validity of its conclusion than would a neatly

packaged formal exposition of the subject.

,tk course manual has been writtem and published looally which contgns

both home assignments and laboratory,assignments. 'lculato are

available for student use. In addition, sbme coMputer-assisted learning

experiences are provided.

Some of the topics, covered in the modified physics courses are: (1) A

Case Study of the Interrelationshigs bptween SCience and SoCiety; (2) The

Tools of a Scientist; ,(3) Functional Relationships; and (4) The Xdpa of

Ener4y.

ir
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liEti COURSES

iq addition to the modified offerings, some completely new courses have

. ,

been generated by the Kenan programs. Two examples of such courses are

Literature of Science (Jackson State University) and Q,:ientific InStru-

raentz.: in Etioand Ph iics (North Carolina Central Uni7-
-

versity)

Jackson State's Literature of Science Course. In January 1979, a

humanities course entitled Literature of Science was introduced as an

interdisciNinary enrichment feature of the Kenan Mathematics Project at

Jackson State University: This course, taught by a dynamic professor of
a

English, won immediate popularity with_science majors, who apprecia ted the
4

background it gave them for their scientific studies. By January 1981,

enrollment in the one-semester course had grown to such an extant that the',
4

.t)

course wa expanded to et tim-iemester sequence. 4
6

Most the science departments at Jackson State University require

their majors to take one or both segments of the course. Thetart department

now requires art majors to take a segment of the course to broaden their

knowledge of science and Improve theit ability to think analytically. The

course focuses strongly upon the development of abstract thinking and the

,

deepening of 'science vocabulary:

The first half of the co4rse has thret) ajectives: (1) to introduce/I

students to major works in the history of science, (2) to provide models

of scientific writing Characterized by close fogical reasoning andcan

excellent literary style, and (3) twassist students in developing a
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writing style that is both logical end clear, a necessity for scientists
, e

and technicians.

The first seejment of the course consists of three units: (1) Begillnings

tof Science in the Ancient World, (2,) Origins of Modern Sciences, and

(3) Biology Becomes a Science. The requited textbooks for this segment are

The Ori ins of-Modern Saience by,Butterfield, Emrwin by Appleman, and

The Double Helix by,Watson.
4,

0

The students are also expected teread assigned selections from

Parrington!s Aristotle: Folinder 'of Scientific Philosophy, Bronowski's

The Ascent of Man, Kuhn's The Structute of Scientific Revolutions, and

Piaget's The Child's Conception of Phlesical Causality: They are assigned

further readings fran Great Books of the Western World, which includes

selections,from the works of Copernicus, Ptolemy, Kepler, lirvey, Gilbert,.

Galileo, Descartes, Bacon, bleton, Euygens, and Lavoisier.
0

The second Segmentof the course consists of'five units: (1) Einitein

and the Revolution in Physics, (2) Heisenberg and the Uncertainty Principle,

(3) Evolution in Earth Science and in Astrophysics, (4) ,Mathematics in

the Arts, and (5) Ecology: Where Sc Once and Aesthetics Meet.,

The required textbooke are-Writing Abbut Science by BoWen and Mazzeo,

Ih_l_gnedplisEnderanet by Palk, A Canticle for Leibowitz by Miller, The

Universe and Dr. Eestein,bi Barnett, and The'Sea Around Us by Carsr.

The-objectives of this seq,ment are:.(1) to provide models of scien-

tific writing characterized by close reasoning and an exCellent literary 14,

style, (2) to study the relationships between mathematics and sculbture,
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painting, music, and other arts, and (3) terassist students to develop a

writing style which is both logical and clear.

,
in addition to the required textbooks, the students are expected to

read Tile Lives-of a Cell by Thomas, 4erimental Research in Electricity

by%raday, Greek Sculpture by Carpenter, Symmetry in Science and Art, by

Shdbnikov and Kcptsik, and Erainsi Machines and Mathenatids by Arbib.

In each segmhnt of the sequence, students axe given copies of the

detailed course outline which contains a selected hdblioiraphy.

Upon completion of the twoTsemesthk course in Literature of Science,

it is expected that the students will be able to: .analyze the writings

of scientists with increased comprehension'a explicit and implitit moaning;

understand.the application of logic to the development of scientific methods;

?

recognize the importance of,mathematics in the develepment of science and

as a prerequisite to a career in science or technology; understani and

explain the nature of scientific Nevolutions; understand the role of the

scientist in dealing with ecological problems; enjoy art more as a repult

-of having a better understanding of the structure of aesthetic objectives;

and understand the relationship of.the humanities to the sciences.

. NCCU's Scientific Instrumentation Course. The students' lack of

experience with basic scientific instruments pcsed a problem in ad'anced

science courses at North Carolina Central University(NCCU) since valuable

-

time.had.to be spent in discussing instrumentation methods before the

courses.could proceed as planned. Since many important instrumental methods

in sciences are in general Use, it was decided at this institution that the
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best plan of action was to develop an interdisciplinary scientific
,

instrumentation course to be taken by all students majoring inbiology,

Chemistry, and physics. The course was first offered in a limir format

in the sumner of 1979.

The pukpose of the course.is to give the upperclassmen majoring in

the three sciencesbiology, Chemistry, and physicsa general knowledge

of the theory and application of instrumental methods that-are widely used

in the sciences, to give practical experience in thd operation of instruments

and the interpretation of data gathered from the instruments, and toshow

that these mmthods can be used to make measurements and solve problems

common to all three of the scientific areas.

The experience gleaned from offering the course in the summer of 1979
0

was helpful in preparation of the faculty involved for teaching the course in

4its entirety in the spring semester of the"1979-80 academic year. During

this semester, the course proceeded as planned, and this first full-

%
scale implementation was very successful. Currently, all of the instru-

mentation required is in place, and all of the experiments have been developed.

The fuil-scale course is now a regular offering of the three departments

involved.

The course in scientific instrumentation in biology, chemistry, and

rthysics offers certain advantages. It is far less expensive than purchasing

and maintaining a separate set of instruments for each of the departments.

The interdisciplinary aspect of the course promotes interaction among

faculty members and students of the three departments. It also broadens
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the scientific background of the students and gives them greater appreciation

of the various disciplines. The course enhances the science major's

value on the job market upon graduation, since most industrial and govern-,

mental laboratories seek persons with experience and training.in the use

of scientific instrumentation.
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LEARNING. CENTERS

The emergence of learning centers on college campuses has resulted
.

from a wide variety of needs, trends, and developments in higher education.

eat are many types of learning centers, ranging from those which simply

prov e tutorial services to those which utilize sophisticated equipment

and tec . These centers did not appear suddenly on the educational

scene. Tht evolved from the painstaking efforts of educators to give

individual attention to students with diverse needs, to provide special

instructional re urces to'supplement classr.com instruction and textbook

materials, and to inCrease self-confidence of'students and augment their

motivation to succeed. They reflect acceptance of the view that the

imdividual student is capeb e of assuming responsibility for much of his or

her awn learning and that indiViduals learn in different ways and at

various rates.

This document does not atteppt tC\rate learning centers in terms of

efficiency or outcomes, but, rather, to provide descriptive summaries of

selected ones. Although the learning centers described vary in operational

procedures, subject-matter focuses, technological capabilities, modes

of delivery, physical designs, and educational resources, their underlying

assumPtion is the premise that students differ and that the college or

university must provide for these differences. The learning center enables

the institution to achieve the flexibility to manage the teaching-learning
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environment to the advantage of the individual student. Usually the learning

center becomes the heart of amiprogram designed specificallyto improve the

student's 'basic competencies.

The Xavier University Center. From 1976 to 1979, each of the four

partioipating departments (biology, chemistry, mathematics, and physics) in

the Kenan Science Project at Xavier University provided extra assistance to

the students on an individual basis in separate centers. However, in 1979,

a new, combined learning center for the sciences was esta:blished in the

university library. This facility was named Alternate Pathway Learning

Center (APLC). The dhange to the combined center was most effective. For

the first time, an adequate facility was provided in which the four depart-

ments could give appropriate support to the underprepared students. In this

facility, the four departments share equipment and the responsibility for
0

supervision. Although the APLC is located in the university library, it is

considered to be a part of the structure of the departments; and it is

managed by a joint committee. Its outstanding,success is indicated by the

fact that it averages 15,000 entries per month in a total college enrollment

of around 1,700 undergraduate students.

Extensive tutorial service, whidh includes peer-tutoring, is provided

in the APLC for students of all departments. Much of this service is

interdisciplinary in nature. For example, if a student in chemistry'has a

mathematics problem, he simply walks across theroom to that resource.

The:individualized instruction offered in the center is supported b a

broad collection of educational materials ald audio-visual aids. Some of
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the instruction is computer-based. Since this center is a library-related 4

0

activity, the resources aie bountiful., and the atmosphere is especially

conducive to self-regulation.

The peer-tutors are trained for their role by the taculty members.

They are taught how to engage in "cognitive therapy! tutoring. They do not
.0

merely give answers or demonstrate the way a paoblem can be solved. Instead,

they lead students toward finding answers for themselves. The students are
0

.asked to explain all of the steps in reaching theeanswers. Throughout a,

0

learning session, the tutor constantly watches frIr instances in which a

student arrives at an answer without proper consideration for accuracy or

the necessary cognitive steps. The tutor is concerned not only with teaching

the subject matter but also with helping the student to develop cognitive

skills to the extent that he will no longer need tutoring.

The North Carolina Central university Center. The developmeneof the

Mathematics Learningtenter (1114) at North Carolina Central University is

currently in progress as a five-year Xenan project which was begun in

the tummer of 1981. The project addresses several related problems in ,

science education.at this institution, such as: (1) the lack of soPhisti-,

cated mathematics skills found among many science and mathematics students;

(2) the preparation of students for science careers requiring knouqedge,

of higher mathematics, fields in which they have teen historically under-

represented; and (3) the pessive attitude which many students have toward

learning and comprehending mathematics.
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The project involves five major:aCtivities:

1. Providing means of integrating.new teaching
strategiesimto the present mathemat cs
,and science.courses so as to achieve,

,,heuristic:Approach to the development f
formal:mathematical concepts throu* the

; ,extensive'use of visual concePtUalization.

Developing and using a comprehensive set of
laboratory aCtivities involving computing
(and computer,-assiated instruCtion) which

:will become tart of many course requirements.
Activities designed to illustraie and rein-
force algorithms and techniques and motivate
their applicationa in related areas of science.

,

3. Developing mathematical modules and their ;

Solutions specifically devoted to realistic
application prOblems chosen from the user
disciplines.

4. Training faculty members to,develop their
.own software'for use in, computer-assisted
instruction in their own,Classes..

5. Establishing linkage with selected secOndary,
sChooIs in ordek to develop a basis for :

training secondary school teachera in the
Preceding activities ahd to' provide a pool
of.better trained students from which to
recruit.

ActivAes ). and 4 are well underway in the learning center. In

addition, some phases ofActivity 5 have been completed, Since Activity 5

is an outreach venture, it is explained in this document under the heading

"Outkeach to High School Students.and Teachers."

In regard to Activity 1, 24 mini-modules

fOr the materials in the freshman mathematics

and Trigonanietry.. They cover these topics:

43

have already been developed

course, College Algebra

exponents, radicals, solutions
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of equatiOns, ineqt;alities, relations and functions, and anintroduction to

graphing. In addition to the 'iodules, one cCaputer-assisted instruction

(CAI) unit on the fundamentals Of trigonametry has been developed.
a

The resOurce materials forthe MIX: include: the Mathematical

Association of Americats Calculus fAza series (nine 16mm filmadealing

With a variety of topics fróm the,caleuluS); 16 physical experiments/models,

including a harmonic string, a tiajectory,Apparatus, and a transverse wave

model dhanneled to study acceleration,, et:C.; basic"references for the

reading area which inoludi, the Shaum Outline Series; and a .collection of

mathematics and Saence books. The pieces'of equipient already in place

include an automatic 16mm sound projector, a projection screen, an

overhe4d projector with a two-way writing roll attachment, one Apple II-

Plus m+ocomputer with associated sOftware and printer, and a WQ-II

copier.i

Th teaching methods include: the use of geometric and physical models
. ,

to aid the student in perception, to help him understand relationships,

and to aid him in comprehension of concepts; the use of mini-modules to

provide for self-paced individualized learning experiences with inmediate
/

feedback; the use of computer-assisted instructional materials which

,

provide drill and practice,.tenting tutorials, expository information on

,

new materials, reviews, etc.; and the uae of the Sound-Paqe Playback unit.

As to Activity 4, monthly workshops demonstrating advanced programming

teehniques and capebilities of the Terak nicrocomputer are conducted for the
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experiencedusers.and weekly ndni-classes are conducted for ine*perienced

1, faculty weaibers 'who wieh to learn the Utah Authoring System. The

participants In the workehops and mini-classes xepresent diverse disciplines.

This is indicative of the widespread interest in and high degree ,of enthusi-
a

aimn, and accep+ance of computing on this campus. It is also indicative

of the interdisciplinary aspedt of the Mathematics Learning Center.

This center serves all stuaonts at the institution of whatever discipline

if-that discipline involvts mathematical skills and the use of CAI

-techniques.

Although it was too early to obtain empirical data for this study

on the effectiveness of the MLC in improving student competencies, there

were many indications that the program is on the right track.

The Dillard University Center4 In the fall of 1982, a Mathematics

Learning Center, similar in purpose, and structure to that of North

Carolina Central University, wilibe opened. at Dillard University.

Detailed preparations are already underway at Dillard to establish

a comprehensiveflearning center to support claisroom instruction in

mathematics both for majors in the discipline and for non-majors.

The Mathematice Learning centermill play an integral role in the

implementation of a revised mathematics program at tne university. This

program mandates that entering freshmen be divided into three groups, in

,e
accordance with their academic preparation and intended subject-matter

majors: (1) those who intend to major in the non-scientific fields,

excluding business, will follow a two-semester track in Elementary Functions
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and Finite/Liberal Arts Mathematics; (2);those who intend to major in

the scientific areas or in busineds will take the Elementary Functions

course and calculus I during theix freshman year; and (3) those who are

prepated "to enter the calculus sequence in the first semester of their

freshman year will take calculus 1 and II. The Mathematics Learning

Center Will provisle both peer tutoringsand computer-assisted instruction

geared to the needs of. the Students in each group;.

The peei tutors will be trained by the director of the Kenan.program.

Peer tutoring.is expected not on14 to benefit the tutored students, but

also to seiVe as a means of challenging the student tutors.

In an in-service summer workshop, faculty members will be given

demonstrations on tile uses. of cOmputers in the classroom. They will

also preView and interact with computer software that can be used to

supplement classroom instruction. The staff of the Instructional Media

Center at the university will assist in media activities for the Mathe-

matics Learning Center.

The proposed center is expected to serve a vital need in view of

the relatively high failure rate experienced by students in the freshman

mathematics courses. With the assistance of nicrocomputers, those students

experiencing difficulties in the mathematics courses will be able to rein-
,

force their classroom learning with modular drills. The supervisor of the

Mathematics Learning Center .will systematically record student use of all

packages in the facility, in terms of both content and frequency of use.

The Office of Institutional Research will assist the supervisor in developing
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and implementing-a plan to evaluate the effec#veness of computer-
,

assisted instrOction in'relation tO gradeS recel;:/ed by students in their ,

mathematicti courses.

The Tuskegee Institute Center. To enhance the quality ot
m,

instruction in the basin services of biology and chemistry at Tuskegee

, .

Institute, th4 Kenan SCienee Learning Laboratory was developed as an
1

integral facetof the Kenan science project. This unit, located in the
:

. , .

1 .

biology and cheietry science bUildi g, added a new dimension for students

seeking review nd explanation of bitsic sUbject matter. It is attractively
5

furnished, well-pquipped, and consists of three ad3olning...roonm mith
5

indi;idual studylcarrels, a modest departmental library with an increasing

inventory of joulmals, reference books, slide 2rograms, films, tapeS, and

other learning r ources. The center is staffed with a full-time'director

and two student ssistants. It is used extensively and actually serves

as the center intellectual activities in the science building.

The Jackson State University Center. A tutorial laboratory called

the Kenan Math Center was developed
0

program at Jackson State University

the 1978-79 academic year. HoWever,

as a phase of the Kenan mathematics

upon the program's inception during ,

in August 1980, the Kenan Math

Center was moved from the Department og Mathematics and made part of

an institution-wide Academic Skills Center. The housing et all tutorial

services in the same campus area as a facet of the Academic Skills.

Center served to increase cooperation among the 4arious disciplines,

The mathematics phase'of the A a ic SkillA Center has a full-time
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" coordinator and about 20 student tutors. The new facilities are attractive,

spacious, and comfortable. .""*"

A signing-in procedure is usedL the d'enter:

1. Students sign in on a general skills sign-in sheet,.

2. Activities are recorded in individual files.

3. Tutors sign and docuMent the activities related to tutoring.

The mathematicsresources in the Center include a large number of

films hnd slides with sound tapes cal the fundamental mathematical oper-
.

ations, study carreld,. a -complete set of videotapes based on the textbook

Elementary Algebra by Charles McKeagae,'.video monitors, andAa large

collection of referonce books andA3terials.

The patheraatics tutors are trained for their work by faculty members.
0

Mey participate in varibus-learning activities and workshops designed to
P,

sharpen their tutoring skills.' Although many resources Ake available

to the students, they prefer tutors, according to the coordinator of

the mathematics area.

Since records'are kept only on use of the Academic Skills Center

as a whdle, figures are'not available on student use in mathematics. .

Prom 600 to 900 visits per month are made to the. Center by students.
tv,

The.dominant tutoring appears to bel"done by mathematics ancicomputer

science Tudors. The students seeking help in mathematics come from a

wide range of courses. The Center not only serves the students with weAk

backgrounds in mathematics but also serves the mathematically gifted

students who need extra chillenge.
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Computer-assisted instruction Lathe Kenan mathematics project at
-

this university will be offered in the Computer Laboratory. Twelve

Commodore PET,microcomputers hen been purchased for this purpose. An

instructional software package hab-been obtainel from Sheridan College of

Ottawa, Canada. In this donnection, a workshop was conducted at the insti-

.

tution.by personnel from Sheridanstollege to familiarize faculty members

with materials and_the machines. ,There is a pOsitive attitude ioWard

a

fifth year, the last year of.the Kenan grant perioa, it was formally

CAI at Jackson State University, but, presently, the CAI phase of the

Ken= mathematics project is in the daVelopmental stage.

. The Virginia Union University Center. The Writing Resorce Center

at Virginia Union University is an interdisciplinary learning laboratay

designedanot only to serve the students at the university inn need

individualized instrUction in aler to improve their basic writing skills

but also to serVe persons it the comminity who desire to improve their

communication skills or, to increase their knowledge of the English language.

The centerbegan as a Writing Skills Laboratory during ihe 1976-77 academic

year to serve the participants in the Kenan program, "Ttaching Communi-
,

cation Skills Through the Disciplines." DUring the first four years of its

existence, it developed rapidly ihto a brbad-based facility; and.in the

designated as a Writing'Resource Center IA, serve persons .from the community

as well as the studeDps of the University.

The Writing Resource Center is a spaciou;., well-equipped, and well-

,appointed facility. It is staffed with a full -time'writing laboratory

t*,
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supervi /tutor and several peer tutors. The supervisorltutor assists

instructors by locating for then instructional'materials, such as film;

strips ana modular units, which they wish tkoir.students to use in the

classroom on in theelearning center; keeps the audio-visual equipment
,s(

in readiness.for USe; tutors students in the center; maintains records

of attendrmce and the nature of assistance to users of the Center;

maintains reCords of referrals to the Center; trains the peer tutors; and

supervises the 'operation of the facility.
4

The Writing Resource Center is usually a very busy place. Besides
-

the regular attendance of qudents on an individual basis, instructors
0

stimetimes take whole classes to the facility for orientation.. The records

attest to the impact that the Center is making upon the instructional

program. As an illustration, in the month of September`1981, 402 students,

(out of is, total population of around 1,100) were served in the Writing

tesource Center. Instructors in all of the disciplines at the institution

constantly refer students who exhibit aerious writing problems in their

classes to the center 'or special help.

The principal featur,, of the expansion of the writing laboratory into

a Writing Resource Center included the addition of scLolarly materials
0

concerned with the following: language used by blacks; research on the

English language; the importance of good writing to career advancement;

how to' write; scientific and technical writing; andwriting as a career.

Personnel from the university library catalogued the new acquisitions.

However, to insure easy access to requested information, additional details

on some of the listings were written by faculty members.
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Th0 main function of the Writing Resource Center at Virginia Union

is to provide support,for theprogram in communication arts by facilitating

individualization'of instruction. It enables the program to accommodate.--

a great diversity of learning styles and needs. because it provides one-

to-one teaching-learning options not normally possible in the classroom.

Success in the learning centers, however, depends to a great extent on the

coordination of classroom instruction and tAorial instruction. Thus,
4

there is very close cooperatlon between the supervisor/tutor and peer tutors

of the Writing Resource Center and the classroom teachers. Regular team

meetings axe held in which pdlicies and procedures are discussed and student

, needs are translated into prescriptive strategies.
. 40,

, 0

Although the results attained in the Writing Resource Centex tOward

improving the students' writing skills have not been isolated and quanti-

fied, the attitudinal assessments by both the classroom teadhers and the

'students themselves indicate that the tutorial services and the resources

provided by the center are definately meeting the students' needs. The focus

upon the uniqueness of each individual student with respect to his or her

deficiencees, needs, and rate and patterns of learning is an invaluable

technique in the education process. 0

The Benedict College Centex. An eminent educator, E. L. Thorndike,

postulated as early as 1912 that hu9an beings should be savedfor the

tasks in education that inanimate objetts cannot do. He wrote, "Just

because personal teaching is precious and can do what books and apparatus

cannot, it should be saved for its peculiar work." His thesis that a"
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teacher's time and energy should not be wasted in doing what a ream of

paper (or a computer) can do might be an appropriate summary of the reasons

for the creation and widespread.use of computer-assisted instruction (CAI)

in the schools and colleges today.

4
The Kenan program at Benedict College is an example of*the use of

CAI as 'a viable means of augmenting instruction in science and mathematics.

The overall objective of this Kenan project is to increabe the nuniber of

science and mathematics majors. The long-range goal is to increase sig-
. ,

nificantly the number,of graduates -in scientific and mathematical fields

who will be able to compete successfully on the job market in scientific

and mathematical fields in which blacks'are vaatly underrepresented.

The Computer-Assisted Learning Laboratory in MatheMatics and Sciences

at Benedict is designed to help students ovetcome their fear of mathematics

' ane science through individualized instruction. The computer packages are

constructed by the teachers, who can monitor the activities and the levels

"of performance of the students as they use the terminalsen the laboratory.

In addition to the director of the program, the staff of the laboratory

consists of a full-time supervisor and nine student assistants..

Many of the entering students at this institution tend to Choose

fields other than mathematics and science as majors. Because of their

minimal preparation in such fields, they doubt their ability to succeed.
1

In recognition of these difficulties, the program intends to strengthen

the mathematical skills and backgrounds of the entry-level studentsiand

thus alleviate the problems of minimal preparation. Effort is also made to

0
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increase the visibility of the mathematics and sciences areas on the campus.

In the meantime, the students are given extensive caxeer information. They

are apprised of the opportunities available in the science and mathematics

fields and the qualifications they must have to compete successfully in the

job market in these highly lucrative areas.

The main thrust is to improve student preparation in nathematics and

sciences through computer-assisted instruction. For the most part, the

CAI materials are integrated with the units of the corresponding courses.

/n this connection, nodules have been developed by the instructors of Earth

\

Science, Principles of Biology, Physical Science, and College Algebra.

The first three courses include madules for each unit, organized according

to one of the following formats:- (l) glossary, (2) multiple-choice practice

questions, and (3) problem sets. Because of notational problems, modules

were not developed for each of the College Algebra units. In addition, some

pertinent CAI materials have been purchased for use by the students in the

laboratory.

The students are using the laboratory regularly and effectively.

Their response on a questionnaire administered by the director of the Kenan

program indicated that they are favorably impressed with computer-assisted

instruction and that their grades have improved as a result of what they

have learned by uting the CAI materials. A study of the grades of a random

sampling of students who used the CAI laboratory versus those who did not

showed that a highr percentage of the students who used the laboratory

made grades of "C" or better.
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The Division of Health and Salience at the college is now getting a
1

higher percentage of students as majors than it did before the CAI laboratory

was established. Tenwercent of the senior class og 1980-81 majored in

mathematics and sciences.

AnotherUnpact of the project is that students are Alefiting sig-'

nificantly from the exposure to advanced technology. IR iJcounte well-educated

In today's world, one shOuld have some expoiure to computer systems. The

CAI laboratory enhances the academic backgrounds of the students in very

meaningful wayS,through the experiences it provides relative to computers

and computer operations. One very important spinoff of the CAI laboratory

has bsen the increased interest of the students in computer sciences. This

interest has resulted in expanded offerings in oomputer science and

increased enrollment in related science and mathematics courses. It should

be noted that approximately 30 percent of the students-enrolled at the

college use the Computer-Assisted Learning Laboratory in Mathematics and

Sciences each semester.
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OUTREACH TO HIGH SMOOT, STUDENTS AND TEACHERS

To attract pore of the better high school graduates, the historically

black institutions are reaching out to the secondary schools in the

geographic areas which tbey serve with more than rhetoric and recruitment

folders. They are devising innovative and ingenious projects which bring

the high school students to the campuses bo experience for themselves

some oi the oyportunities which the institutions afford. They are helping

minority students plan.for the kinds of postsecondary.educational exper-

iences that are not only commensurate with their needs but also with their

potentialities for success.

Because mdnorities continue to be heavily underrepresented in

employment in such areas as mathematics and the sciences where remuneration
4

is high, some of the historically black institutions now have outreach

programs which enable them to identify, at the Pre-college level, potential

students in these areas. They also have developed in-service programs for

high_school teachers to augment their knowledge and upgrade their instruc-

tional teChniques in sich targeted areas as mathematics, sciences, and

communication skills. 1

6

In the wake of desegregation, mony of the academically gifted black

high school graduates have been attracted to historically white institutions

through massive recruitment efforts and lucrative scholarship offers. This
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has resulted in an erosion of the academic talent formerly found in the

fredhman classes of the historically baack institutions. Equality of

access does not result automatically in equality of opportunity; therefore, .

the drift of talented bladk students back to historically black institutions

is becoming noticeable. 'By upgrading their recruitment activities and

refining their outreach progrags, the historically blackfinstitutions

can attract larger numbers of well-prepared, academically capable, black

high school graduates who can achieve baccalaureate degrees in such highly

demanding areas as mathematics and the sciences.

Brief descriptions of viable outreach projects devised and implemented
.0

by the institutions of this study follow.'

CAMPUS TOURS

Periodically, the director of the Kenan project at Benedict College

extends invitations to high schools in the geographic area to send students

and teachers to visit the computer facility to obsertie computer-assisted

instruction and Also to tour the campus. Activities for the visitations

are well-planned with a view toward increasing the visibility of the

Health and Science Division and attracting more students as majors int

the sciences and mathematics.

Although the emphasis is on targeted areas of the Health and Science

Division, the students are given extensive information about the college

as a whole. The_demonstration in the Computer-Assisted Learning Laboratory

in Mathematics and Sciences include computer games and learning experiences

with computer-assisted packages. The students are.4also shown various
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features of the computer and its operation. Efforts are made to put the

students at ease and to make the visits enjoyable as well as informative.

A component of the Kenan project at North Carolina Central University

includes a provision which brings students from the eleventh and twelfth

grades of selected high schools to the campus for a one-day visit. Students

not only tour the campus but they also attend mini-lectures in one or more

areas of science (including computing) accompanied by a laboratory demon-

,

strition and experiments. The specific focus is on the use of sophisticated

instrumentation to learn bas,ic scientific principles'.

The ultimate aim of this outreach.project,is to provide a poOl of

better-trained students from which to recruit majors in mathematics and

science.

MATHEMATICS/SCIENCE OLYMPIK.D

The Mathematics/Science Olympiad at Xavier University is an annual

event. It is designed to give high school students who have outstanding

academic ability in mathematics and/or science an opportunity to demonstrate

that ability and gain recogndtion. The Olympiad consists of individual

competitions (via short'examinations) in biology, chemistry, mathematics,

and physics; a competition for the highest individual overall who enters

three or more individual competitions; and a team competition in which

groups oflour students compete representing their high school.

The event was labeled "the Mathematics/Scienbe Olympiad to emphasize

its similarity to the Olympics in terms of (1) competition and (2) its
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intent to provide recognition for performance. Invitations to participate
,

in the event are extended to_all high schools in New Orleans, to many

throughout louisiana, Sand to some in surrounding states.

The Mathematics/Science Olympiad has been a sUccess from its inception.

For example, in its second year (1977-78), 133 students frop 28 high, schodls

particigated; in the.. 1980-81 academic year, 300 students from 42 high schools

in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama competed in the day-long prograft

of.academic testing. The examinatidns were based on college instruction.

0
The event is designed to encourage high school students to pursue careers

in mathematics and sciences.

PROGRAMS FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
0

As a facet of its Kenan project, Virginia Union University offered

follr mini-course/seminars "designed to serve public school teachers

needing to brush up teaching techniques and knowledge of language use

and style." Discussions in the mini-course/seminars tackled the meaning of

"minimum competency" and its implications for the students as well as its
0

impact upon the evaluation of the teacher. Teachers of various disciplines

who were concerned about the communication skills of their students, as

well as teachers of English composition, were invited to participate.

Another facet of this outreach project involved the expansion of

the Writing Skills Laboratory at the institution into a Writing Resource

Center to be utilized by the high school teachers and other persons from

the community along with the college students.' The expansion included the
rz.

acquisiticn of &large stock of materials for , a center such as scholarly
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works concerned with language usage of black people and research in the

teaching of Emglidh. It also included the acquisition of additional films

and filmstrips on English and descriptive materials relating to career

'advancement and writing.

At 'Jackson State University, a new course,Ilterature of Science, (see

35-*37) has been so well receiVed as an undergraduate course that

Jackson State plans to offer it in the near future 'as a graduate course.

Offering this colmse to in-servite teachers at the graduate level would add

a new,dimension:to instruction in science and literature in the high sehools

in the geographic area served. by 1.Z.z.. rmiversity.

A vital aspect of the new Kenan program at Dillard University is an

,outreach program involving Both,promising high school mathematics students

and designated high sdhool teachers of mathematics. One of the chief

responsibilities of the director of the program is to establish rapport with

selected high school teachers. Through an annual one-day seminar, the high

school teachers are provided in-service training experiences. With the

assistance of nationally known consultants, members of the faculty focus on

the development of motivational and teaching Methods which will assist the

gifted student in advancing more rapidly.

The cooperating high school mathematics teachers are requested each year

to identify approximately 10 promising students for participation in an

intensive six-week summer program at the university. The purpose is to increase

the number of students at the university who choose mathematics or mathemAtics-

related career options by (1) identifying promising mathematics students
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and (2) sustaining their interes't prior to their graduation from high school.

A description of the intensive six-week project for high,school students is

presented under the.heading of "Summer Prograns for High School Students."

A number of high school mathe;atics and science teachers have been

"employed each summer in the SOAR program at Xavier University for high

school students. (See "Summer Programs for High School Students" for a

description of SOAR.) Through this practice, the high Ichool teachers gain

experience which mi-tht be useful in their own classrooms and the university

gains contact needed to identify and successfully recruit students who are

interested in mathematics and sciences.

In an effort to provide in-depth experience for high school teadhers

seeking information aboa the various teaching strategies in use in the

'sciences at the university, the Departments of Chemistiy and Physics'each

employ a high school teacher to Offer instruction in entry-level courses in

chemistry and physics for a year. These teachers are on leave of absence

from their high schools during the time.

SUMMER PROGRAMS FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Project SOAR at Xavier Universityl. Project SOAR (Stress on Analytical

Reasoning), a pre-college, six-week summer program at Xavier University,

was initiated in 1976 as a cooperative effort by the science departments.

Of particularrointerest to these departments was the possibility that Jean

Piaget's.theory of intellectual development could provide a basis for

formulating instructional strategies to help educationally disadvantaged

students to develop problem-solving ability, and, thus, make the sciences
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more accessible to them. The interest of the science departments in

Piaget's theory was predicated upon the recent revival of interest in this

country in this theory and its implications for science teaching.

The primary objective of Project SOAR is to iticrease the performance

in ahd reduce the attrition from science and mathematics courses so as to

increase the =ibex of qualified graduates in the sciences. Each summer

since 1976, more than 10G pre-college students have been enrollea in Project

'SOAR. This outreadh project has been exceedingly successful. Mnst SOAR

participants subsequently enroll in the university as freshmen and .becoime

natural science majors. In 1976, the institution had a full-time enrollment

of 1,612, with only 26 percent of the student; majoring,in the natural

sciences. In the fall of 1980, the enrollment was 2,003, with 40 percent

of the students majoring in the natural sciences. By 1981, the percentage

of students majoring in the natural scienceShad risen to 42 percent. The

growth of student enrollment in the natural sciences has been accompanied

by dramatic increases in the placement of graduates in science-related

fields. From 1978 to 1980, approximately 140 of the science graduates

were accepted in he_Ith professional schools or science graduate programs.

In 1981, 17 of the science graduates were accepted in health professional

schools, at a time when the number of blacks accepted in medical schools

was declining nationally by 3.2 percent.

The program consists of three major components: Piagetian-based

laboratory experiments to improve general problem-solving skills, analytical

reasoning/reading comprehension using a "cognitive therapy" approach, and
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vocabulary building. The instructional staff is wmposed of regular science

and Mathematics faculty members frod the university, high school teachers,

nd pre-medical and pre-dental students who have just graduated from Xavier.

c
.

To provide individual instruction, the participants are divided into

\gr up; of approximately 25 students, and a pre-medical or pre-dental

assigned to each gr'oup as a group leader/mentor/role model/parent
. .

ima§e etc. This group leader riot only guides the students through the

vario components of the program but also organizes social activity and

.works t motivate each student toWard maximal achievement.

Eap of the 20 ,Piagetian-based laboratory exercises used in SOAR

is organied as a "learning cycle" and contains eXploration, invention,

\

,and phases to promote development of the abstract thinking which

is necessary for success in mathematics amd science courses. There are

five "le#rni g cycles")from each of the disciplines of biology, chemistry,

mathematics, 11c1 physics. All of them have been developed by members of

the science faculty as units which emphasize major components of problem
1

solving, such 4s the abilities to: (1) identify and control variables,'

(2) use proportional reasoning, (3) consider exhaustively all combinations

of factors, (4) use probabilistic rel#tionships, and (5) recogrize

correlations betWeen variables.

The laboratories are conducted by a combination of science and

mathematics faculty medbers and high school teachers. The "standards with

sympathy" philosophy of the univ.ersity is pervasive. Solving a problem

is a cooperative group effort, wtth the teacher circulating through the
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room asking questions which require the students to verify answers, further
J.

test, devise additional experiments, or extend their knowledge. In 4e

problem-solving process, the teacher refrains from lecturing. Questions are

answered in a manner that reguires additional thought on the pert of the

student.

4P

The second component of SOAR attempts to teadh the students the type

of step-by-step logical reasoning needed for successful performance on

standardized tests. The "cognitive-skills approach".espoused by Arthur
0
4

Whimbey, a former faculty member of the university, is employed as the
2

teaching method. Whimbey is the author of the book,Intelligence Can Be

Taught.6 Ile is also the author of a Phi Delta K4ipan article entitled

"Teaching sequential Theught: The Cognitive-Skills Approach" in which he

states:

The ability !kproceed through a sequence of analytical
stepsais the foundation of all higher order reasoning
and comprehension.

It is what psychometrists call ''',academic aptitude" or
"intelligence." All complex abstractions, classifications,
transformations, problem solutions, Ad applications of
generalizations are products of accurate, sequential
thought. But many of today's high school and college
students have not sharpened this ability sufficiently
for even moderate succegs in academic work.

4

Weaknesses surface in all areas, ranging from mathe-
matical problem solving to the comprehensicT of history.7

6
Arthur WhiMbey, IntelligenceCan Be Taught (New York: Dutton;.1975).

7Arthur Whimbey, "Teaching Sequential Thought: The Cognitive-Skills
Approach," Phi Delta Kappan (DeceMber 1977), p. 255.
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TO familiarize the-students with the general aspects of cognitive thLapy

the component,is initiated throtgh the use of Problem-Solvin and Com rehen-

'sion: A Short Course in Analytic Reasoning by Whimbey and Lochhead8 as a

text for the first third of the program. A workbook in algebra is used in'

the quantitative portion, and selectioni from the ETS Graduate Record

Examinatiqa Information Builetin, the American Dental Association's Dental

Admissions Test Preparation materials, etc. are used in the verbal section.

The cognitive-skills instruction is conducted by the medical-dental student

group leaders after training by, and with supervision from, members of the

faculty who are skilled'in the approach.

The third component of Project SOAR consists of a concentrated, system-

atic focus upon vocabulary-building, since vocabulary is a Prerequisite

to good reading comprehension. Vocabulary-building drills are conducted

for 3? minutbs per day fiorn Monday through Thursday using Vocabulary for
;

5

pitS3112ge-Bound StUdent by Levine as a text.

Carefully controlled competition between the groups is used as moti-

vation, since students are seldom enthusiastic about building vocabulary

skills, improving reading comprehension, or cognitive therapy. The

Competition consists of a required houn-long written test coverirAg the

previous week's work in both analytical,reasoning (cognitive therapy) and

Vocabulary building, and a short quiz bowl. Fa= students represent each

group,in the quick-answer quiz bowl. At *he conclusion of the qui bowl,

8
Arthur Whimbey and Jack Lochhead, Problem-Solving and 2222mhension:

12.1_51222:alticReasciiina. (Philadelpnia: Franklin Institute
,Press, 1980).
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Scores from the written tests and quick-answers of the quiz bowl are added.

Then, with great fanfare,..pre.group with the highest score is awarded the

special SOAR trophy for the week.

n the competition, points are purposely scaled so that ^the performance

of the group as a whole on the written test is a major factor in determining

the winning gi:oup. The quiz bowl serves primarily to stimulate interest

and gc erate spirit among the remaining members of the grOup, who act as

a cheering section for their representatives. There are restr2ctions

cpncerning repeat appearances designed to insure that most students will

have the opportunity to represent their group in the quiz-bowl competition.

Deliberate efforts are made to.use the group spirit to facilitate the

Paired problem-solver/listener approach used in the cognitive therapy

method so that the students who have scored well will work willingly with

those who have not scored well, "for' the good,.ot the group.4'

More than 90 percent of the students completihg the SOAR program each

year enroll as full-time students at Xavier University and choose majors

in mathematics and the sciences. Further illustrations of the tremendous

success of the project are thefollowing measures indidated in the director's

report to the Southern Regional Education Board (1980): 7 (1) Students

completing.SOAR made statistically significant gains on Lawson's test of

intellectual development. The assumption is that increased intellectual

development translates into better grades in mathematics and sciences.

(2) Stwdents who had lower than a twelfth-grade reading Comprehension at

the beginning of their SOAR experience showed an increase of 1.4 in grade
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level at7the end of the summer program. (3) Students who had lower than a

twelfth-grade vocaoulary at the beginning of their SOAR experience showed

an increase of 1.8 in grade level of vocabulary at the end of the summer

krogram. (4) SOAR participants showed an average increase on the PSAT

equivalent to 71 points on the SAT on pre-tests and post-tests,administered

daring"the program If, as commonly thought, these tests are related to,

performance in college, it is obvious that SOAR,is rendering gargantuan

services.

The SOAR project received national atention among educators as a

result of (1) being featured, among a select number of interdisciplinary

programs, in a series of reports on teaching in Change magazine in 1978,

and (2) being included in an ar.icle on 'riaget's legacy in American

education in The Chronicle of Higher Education, September 1980. Other

pdblished articles pertinent to this program include "Project SOAR (Stress

cn Analytical Reasoning): A.Multidisciplinary Summer Program for Minority

Science Students," The American Biology Teacher, March 1980; "Teaching

Critical Reading and Analytical Reasoning in Project SOAR," Journal of

Reading, October 1980; "Special Report: oject SOAR," This Week at Xavier,

Volume 9, Number 46, December 9, 1980; and "Xavier Pre-Med Students Thrive

Despite National Trend," reprinted from Philadelphia Tribune, May 5, 1981.

The Future Scientist Enrichment Program at Jackson State University.
,

Since 1979, an outreach project for high school students modeled after SOAR,0

and known as the Future Scient.'..st Enrichment Prograb, has been an outstanding

success at Jackson State University. The Future Scientist Enrichm6n*L.
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Program consists of four components: Mathematics, Analytical Skills

Development, Literature and Readings for the°Future Scientist, and Camputer

Programming. The staif for the program is composed of university faculty

members and student assistants.

Students in the high schools in the Jackson, Mississippi area are

invited to participate in this eight-week summer program. The program has

reached a considerable number of talented secondary school students. ft
has enabled tilt instructors to find and direct sone very capable students

into scientific and technological fields.

A, placement test in mathematics is giver. at the beginning of the

program, and each student is placed in one of the follawing four courses

in accordance with his scores: Calculus, Algebra and Trigonometry.,

Intermediate A2gebra, or Elementary Algebra. Each phase is equivalent to a

course offered to the regular students at the university.

A self-paced approach to learning is employed as a technique in

Elementary Algebra and Intermediate Algebra. Each class period is two

hours in length. The materials used in the two courses are Brom MtKeagde's

Elementary Algebra and Intermediate Algebra.

For the Algebra and Trigonometry course, Swokowski's Fundamentals of

Algebra and, Trigonometry is used as a textbook: and for the Calculus

component, the textbook is The Calculus with Analytical qpometry by

Leithold. The class period for each of these courses is two hours in

length, but it is divided into two sessions--one hour for instruction and

' one hour devoted to problem solving.
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At the beginning of the program, Whimbey's Analytical Skills Inventory

is administered tOall the students to determine their placement in the

Analytical Skills Development cotponent. The students are divided into

three homogeneous groups in accokdance with the results of the inventory.

The groups meet one hour per:day, for four days each week, with a faculty

member assigned to each group, for problem analysis and the development of

, skills needed to solve problems systematically. For this component,

Problem-Solving and Comprehension: A Short Course in Analytioning,

by Whimbey and Lochhead9 'is used as a textbook.

The English cOmponent has varied each summer since the inception of the

prOgram to accommodate the needs and interests of the students. During

the first surker, students read a collection of short stories entitled

Science Fiction/Fact, edited by Edmund J. Farre1141) The stories were

excellent springboards for the introduction of related non-fiction science

writing and were-helpful as;tools in scientific vocabulary-building exer-

cises. Films weXe used to supplement the readings.

In the second summer, the focus was on the planet Eaxth and its people.

After a study of plate tedtonics, the students were expected to name and
*

locate the continents as they are today and to know the names of the

countries within each continent. A survey of the culture of eacti continent

fallowed,_illustrata-by films, lectures, and readings. Europe was studied
9
Ibid.

10
Edmund J. Farrell, Science Fact/Fiction (Glenview, IL: Scott, Foreaman

& Company, 1974).
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last, and the second half of the couxse dealt with the scientific discoveries

characteristic of Western culture. Films fram Bronowski's Ascent of Man

series were used, as well as slide shows on plate tectonics, and the "Big

Bang" theory of cosmology.

In the following summer, the English zomponent focused on tehnical

writing. The students were given extensilie practice in expanding and

combining sentences and developingLparag..aphs. Special attention was given

to vocabulary development, particularly in the early weeks of the session.

In the second half of the course, the students read widely and viewed

films and slides to ;lather information of a scientific nature in preparation

for writing essays. By the final week, a large percentage of the students

were writing essays which compared favorably with the work of college

freshmen and sophomores at the "A" and "8" levels.

The newest cOmponent of the Future Scientist Enrichment Program is

Computer Programming. The textbook fOr this component is Hands-On Basics

with the PET. The topics covered in the class include: (1) Systems Commands:

LIST, RUN, STOP, NEW; (2) Variqble Names in BASIC; (3) Arithmetic on the

Computer; (4) Use of Parentheses in Computing; (5) "E" Notation Numbers;

(6) 8toring and Retrieving Programs; (7) Printing out Variables and Strings;

(8) Spacing the Printout; (9) The RE:ARK Statement; (10) Built-In Looping;

'OM Built-In Functions; (12) Finding Errors in Programs; (13) Editing;

(14) Solving Mathematical Problems; and (15) Animating yOur PET.
P

The ACT test is administered twice to the studen's in the program--at

the beginning and at the end. The scores that the students make on the

pre-test and the post-test are compared to determine the extent to which
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the program is succeeding.

of 1981 follows.

A summary of the ACT test results for the summer

Subject Initial Final Percent of Increase

English, 14.648 17.261 17.838
MatheMatics 14.370 19.326 34.488
Social Studies 12.13 15.348 26.530
Natural Science ,16.037 19.370 20.783
Composite 14.352 17.739 23.599

It should be noted that the percentage of improvement in each area

covered by the test is commendable, with the greatest improvement being

made in mathematics. This program is making a significant contribution to

the efforts of historically black institutions to increase the nunber of

graduates in mathematics and sciences. Many of the participants of the

program enter college upon graduating from high school and elect mathe-

matics, science, or science-related programs as majors.

The Dillard University Summer Mathematics Program. At Dillard Univer-

sity, the outreach project for secondary school,students is design% to

bring 10 promising, rising high school seniors to the campus for an inten-

sive six-week summer program in mathematics each.year. These students

will return to the campus for a successive, intensive, six-week summer

program upon graduating from high school, theraby increasing the chances

of their continued growth as student4 of mathematics, as well as increasing

the probability'of their ultinate'enrollment at the university. Prospective

students for the prcgram will be identified each year by cooperating high

school mathematics teachers who will participate in an annual in-service

seminar in mathematics at the university.
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In the firat six-week summer program, the students will be_involved in

an intensive algebra review and an introAuctory course in logic. In their

second summer program, they will be engaged in an intensive study of

trigonometry and pre-calculus with a view toward preparation for,the study

of calculus in the first year of college. An intearal part of their

classroom experience will be required laboratory work, wherein they will

be assisted by tutors and microcOmputer units. Along with the trigonometry

and pre-calculus, the recently grauuated high school seniors, or "bridge"

students, will study analytical reasoning and participate in weekly seminars.

At these seminars, persons employed in mathematics or mathematics-related

areas will discuss their work and entertain questions from the students.

The summer program will afford the promising mathematicians opportunities

to interact with teachers in a setting that challenges them to go beyond

standard m4thematici. Besides serving as role models, the teachers will

direct the students to supplementary texis and resources..

This outreach project, supported by a Kenan grant, is just getting

underway. Therefore, no report of its progress can be made at this time..

The project intends, however, tdinclude some unique activities beyond

traditional classroom instruction. !Io broaden their perspeLtives and

to make them aware of the importance of mathematics in contemporary

occupations, the students will make site visits to industrial corporations,

law firms, engineering plants, and other businesses in the local community.

Allowing students to observe black role models in their actual occutational

settings should enhance the students! motivations to achieve the status
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of prOfestionals in mathematics and mathematics-related fields. In

addition, the parents of the participating students will be invited to

participate in an orientation conference, and it is hoped that this, phase

of the outreach program will foster a common bond of support in working

toward achievement of the students' career goals.
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INSTITUTION-WIDE SUPPORT SERVICES

1 Specific prograbs for the improvement of student comPetencies and for

increasing student retention to graduation will not be effective without

strong, categorical suo4ort services which reflect institution-wide

cooperation. Pull ccmmitment to the objectives of such programs'and to the

special techniques involved must be provided by the central administration

and the respective deans of the college 'or university at which implementation

is attempted. in additiOn, faculty, by and large, must understand and

Support.the program.

There are some faculty members who tend to thihk of programs designed

to help students overcome their deficiencies as l_mering standards. They

prefer "weeding out" the underprepared students. This kind of attitude is

counterproductive and self-defeating since recent studies indicate that as

many as 50 percent of the students who enter the colleges and universities

today cannot reason abstractly in the manner needed for college courses. The

obvious solution to the problem is to start with the student where he is by

modifying curricula and instructional techniques in such a way that the

educationally disadvantaged students will be assisted to achieve success,

and, at the same time, high academic standards will be maintained. Programs

designed to armomplish this phenomenal task will succeed only in institutions

that give full support to such programs.
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Fortunately, there are special programs, sudh as those cited in this

document, to which remarkable institution-wide support has been given.

To solicit the kind of support needed, the persons in charge of the program

have held conferences not only with the presidents, vice presidents, deans,

and other administrators, but also with the various academic divisions

and departments to explain the programs, engage it discussions relative to

the programs, and seek advice. In most instances, this interaction had laid

the foundation for success in the implementation of the programs.

Faculty development dimensions should involve activities not only

for the faculty members engaged in the program activities, but also for

any faculty members whose departments may be affected bythe prograW,s

results.- Faculty workshops, summer activ4ties, and site visits are valuable

both for those involved in the special programs and for those whose students

employ the skills and knowledge developed in the special programs. Therefore,

interdisciplinary cooperation is of the u&mos,. importance in the thrust to

improve student competencies. For example, mathematical performance depends

heavily upon verbal skills; mathematical skill is the root of competence'in

the sciences; analytical reasoning is the key to abstract knowledge; and

communicative arts are pdvotal in all learning experiences.

The institution's counseling services carry a major responsibility for

supplementing the counseling services built into the special programs.

This responsibility i assumed more readily on campuses where all counseling

resources have been coordinated. The importance of coordinated counseling

services in higher education is ably set forth by Anne S. Pruitt in her
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pliblication titled New Students and Coordinated Counseling. Pruitt offers

an impressive lib_ of recommendations to improve the capability of colleges

to serve the needs of all their students. Those cited below have specific

inclications for the programs descri6ed in this study. Pruitt recommends

that:

f

Each institution examine its commitment to students,
especially the "new students" now entering America's
colleges, and determine how the program of education,
with the assistance of counseling activities, can best
respond to that commitment.

Responsibility for directing the coordinated counseling
program be assigned to an individual who is specifically
educated in the field of counseling and who has the
potential for successfully administering the program.

Emphasis be placed upon the services "new students"
seem to need, such as academic ehpport, financial aid
counseling, career counseling, counseling on matters
involving self-esteem and identity, admission tol
graduate and professional schools, and counseling for
veterans and older students.

Lines of communication be opened so that the program
can reach out to any segment of the institution where
growth and development of students can be enhanced,
using new settings and new techniques for the delivery
of services.

Where there are institutional programs with counseling
components that cannot be brought into the centralized
program, an interface be created with them.

A testing program be conducted that is pertinent to
the student and instititutional needs and sensitive
to the biases against non-traditional students.11

11
Anne S. Pruitt, New Students and Coordinated Counseling (Atlanta:

Southern Regional Education Board, 1973), p. 1. ,
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Pruitt postulaes that the historically black institutions are among

that group of collges and universities that seem to be especially well-

suited to the development of coordinated programs of counseling. She

alludes to the concern of the historically black institutions for the

individual welfare of the students. /n.,,this connection, she states:

Faculty and staff are, known to work with students
intenSely to help them succeed. Students 'are
friendly and interested in helping each other.
After they graduate, their attachment to theinsti-
tution is often unusually strong. Many have been
made to feel that they matter as individuals. More-
over, it is well known that these institutions have
sucteeded in teaching not only the promising students,
but also the so-called high-risk students. Many of
these institutions have reduced the odds and have
produced the vast majority of black leaders in
America.1'

Coordinated counseling plays an important role in meeting the exigencies

of educatihg the whole student. It enhances the student's chances for

success in college because it maximdzes the efforts of the institution

to respond to his or her total educational needs.

Because recruitment procedures and admissions policies vary from

institUtion to institution, it is essential that the planner of a special

program be thoroughly familiar with the rules and regulations at his par-

ticular institution so that the provisions of his proposal will be consonant

with them. It is also essential that the institution's recruitment and

admissions officers give their full support. The coordination of recruitment

and admissions activities will ptovide maximum opportunity for Lae insti-

tution to serve a projected number of students with special needs and

1,2

Ibid., p. 3.
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also to increase the nuMber of,maJors on the campus in such fields as

mathematics and'the sciences, 4,/,1 which ninorities are greatly under-

4

Xepresented.

It is essential that the special programs receive fiscal support on

a continuing basis. Even though nany of the special programs are started

with outside funding, they should be structured so that when the funds are

no lOnger available, the essential components of the special activities

may be built into budgetary support.

Evaluations of the special prograns to improve stWert competencies

are highly necessary. These evaluations,should include appratsals of the.

woxth of the radgrams, both to the goals cd the institution as a whole and

to ,the commitments which are implicit in the programs themsblves.
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CONCLUSION

A repertpixe of basic knowledge and skills is required for successftl

performance in oollege-level courses. However, many of the minority students

in America who now are enrolling in institutions of higher education do

not have the requisite basic competencies for success in courses at that

level of instruction. Consequently, there is an imperative need at the

colleges and\eniversities to provide programs to maximize the chances

that these underprepaxed students will be able to overcome their deficiencies

and achieve success in their academic endeavors.

C nitive skills nd awareness ineliidin abstract tbinkin are

essential to ive meanin to the m-ehanical rocesses included in the

kisic competencies. A clear understanding of the,nature of numbers must

undergird the process of manipulating numbers, and an awareness of language

structure is basic to the development,of communication skills. While

these concepts should have emerged during the student's elementary and

secondary school experiences, they may still be developed at the college

level. The growth of abstract thinking skills is a key factor for success

in postsecondary education, and the evidence from such techniques as those

suggested by Piaget have produced dramatic results, particularly in the

scienceS.
. .
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dRemeistii2R4EREpfil_LarepAsIntially more successf 1 When offered
in_a_Rositive rather than a negative setting. There need not.be a stigma

attachod to a program which iS designed to provide an opsortunity for stu-

dents'to advance toward their educational and career goals. The learning

centers which have been described ara,'for the.most part, used voluntarily

by students, and the benefits derived may be clearly perceived. As evidenced

by the special programs described in this study, through well-planned

modifications, standard college curricula can be developed into intellectually

rigorous "bridge" couxses that not only improve the studerts' Lasic

competencies, but also will, concomitantly, maintain integrity as college-

level courses.

The vdrious comEtencies wh.....1,the students need are interrelated.

Teachers of mathematics are particularly awSre that studenti often have

difficulty becauee they cannot red and understand a,problem nor grasp

a verbal definition of a mathematical relationship. A common denominator

to the varied programs described has been their interdisciplinary Character.

This posture does not emerge unless faculty from differing disciplines work

together in identifying the causes of academic difficulties encountered by

students.

A highly significant characteristic of successful projects to improve

liasiccon.esistkatt.hty-have been generated and implemented by

faculty. Most of the programs described in this study were initiated by

faculty groups who were giv,In released time for that purpose or who were

given financial support for summer workshops during which the project was

planned.
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The involvement of high school teachers and counselors in the design

and execution of special progxams in tlie development of competencies is
0 .

often highly productive. Their inclusion has two benefits. The high school

faculty contribute to an understanding of weaknesses which high school

graduates'often exhibit, and axe able to transfer same of the techniques

designed at the college level to their own high school activities. The

outreach by the college to high schools also motivates students to give

serious consideration to attending college, and participation in campus

visits and activities pr6Vides for quicker adjustnient when they arrive on

campus as students.

Finally, the motivation of students may be the mostrimpOrtant factor

It is difficult, perhaps irpossib14, to isolate the particulz.x effects

4
that each special technique has had upon college saccess, since students in

these projects have been exposed to a wide variety of resources. Most

college leaders in the locations visited have recognized the value of a

combination of techniques and the influence of increased motivatir as
A

a result of faculty concern for their success. The nanner in which these

special resouxces are delivered to stUdents may haVe either positive or

'negative influences or) their desire to learn.

While the techniques described in this document have been directe

primarily to minority students on historically bl.apk compust.s, they are

fully applicable on any campus. Pertinent.workAops and seminars.conducted

by the Southern Regional Education Board in varioas parts of the South have
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been well attended by faculty from historically white institutions.

Notwithstanding, this work has special significance for the historically
9

black instit'atilms as a means of increasing the number of students enrolled

in fields of specialization, such as mathematics, the sciences, and engi-

neering, in which they are underrepresented regionally and nationally.

I)

,
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